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Together with doing all types of service, be co-operative with one another and  

spread a wave of intense effort into the atmosphere.   

Become a conqueror of the mind and serve souls with your mind. 

 

Today is the special day of love.  All the children everywhere are celebrating a meeting with their loving 

form.  All of you are also absorbed in the form of love.  Today, even before amrit vela, all the children from 

everywhere reached here in their loving forms carrying their garlands of pearls of love in their hearts.  They 

were describing to the Father the many various types of feelings in their minds.  You know how lovely the 

love of the children is.  The children were speaking to BapDada of the things in their hearts in their different 

languages and different feelings and also expressing their feelings very clearly through their eyes and 

mouths (words).  Seeing the feelings of love of all the children everywhere, BapDada became merged in 

everyone’s love and the words that emerged from His heart were: Wah children! wah!  And the song from 

the children’s mouths was: “Wah Baba! wah!”  Seeing every child, BapDada was lost in the children’s love 

and the children were lost in the Father’s love. 

 

Today, the Father was seeing the children with the vision of making the children into masters.  Today is the 

day of the children receiving the tilak of sovereignty.  Today is the day that BapDada Himself stayed in the 

angelic form and made children into instruments for world service.  He Himself became the backbone and 

revealed the children on the world stage.  Now, seeing the children’s service, seeing the result of the 

responsibility that BapDada gave to the children, He is very, very pleased with the children and is 

congratulating them from His heart.  Congratulations!  Congratulations! 

 

BapDada saw that even now, every child has received the blessing that the Father gave of being a world 

server with a lot of love from their heart and is doing that too.  BapDada also saw the result.  Every child has 

this deep love in his heart for “My Baba” and the Father has love in His heart, “Wah My children!”  At 

present, the majority of the children at big and small centres have the enthusiasm to reveal the Father 

everywhere quickly.  Touring around, BapDada saw this zeal and enthusiasm.  The children at small and 

large centres have lots and lots of enthusiasm for service and will continue to have it in the future too.  

Today, on this day of love, BapDada is giving all the children from this land and abroad as the return of love 

and service, multimillion-fold love and remembrance with His dristhi and love from the heart. 

 

According to the time the enthusiasm now to reveal the Father is gradually entering the hearts of souls as 

well.  They understand that the Brahma Kumaris have attained something and that transformation is taking 

place.  Previously, they used to think: “We don’t know what they are doing”, whereas now, they are 

thinking: “You are doing good work.  What we are not able to do, you have done successfully in your 

gathering”.  This is why BapDada is giving special love from His heart to all the children who are sitting in 

front of Him and all the children everywhere who are listening and watching Him.  What do we have to do 

now?  BapDada has already congratulated you for service.  BapDada now wants every child to have this zeal 

and enthusiasm and determined faith for making intense effort: I definitely have to become an angel, equal 

to the Father, because everyone has now to make the return journey with the Father.  You definitely have to 

become an angel, equal to Him because all of you have promised: We will return home together and come to 

rule together.  Father Brahma has already become an angel.  So, how will you return with Him?  Father 

Brahma showed his angelic form in his life.  He had so many responsibilities.  Everyone has to be made into 

a yogi.  However, all of you saw that, even through he had so many responsibilities, he remained loving and 

detached.  He always remained a carefree emperor; no worries, but a carefree emperor.  In the same way, 

you children also have to become equal to the Father, carefree emperors, angels.  You must have this 

determined thought: I definitely have to become this.  Or, do you think that you will become that at some 

point! 

 

BapDada saw that, according to the time, to the extent that you have zeal and enthusiasm for service in a 

practical way, you also now have to have zeal and enthusiasm for yourself to become an intense effort-

maker and to make others the same.  Become complete and make others complete and also have enhusiasm 
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in yourself and spread that zeal and enthusiasm into the atmosphere.  Be co-operative with one another and 

now spread a wave of intense effort into the atmosphere.  Just as you spread enthusiasm for service among 

yourselves and into the atmosphere, in the same way, BapDada now has the pure hope that children will 

spread this wave into the atmosphere.  BapDada is pleased, but, even now, you are just making effort 

whereas you now have to make intense effort. 

 

BapDada has this hope in every child and so each child is a star of the Father’s hopes, are you not?  Are 

you?  Those of you who feel that you will become the stars of the Father’s hopes and spread this zeal and 

enthusiasm into the atmosphere, raise your hands!  Achcha.  You raise your hands very well!  Seeing the 

hands, BapDada is pleased.  The majority of you raised your hands.  Baba cannot see the hands of those at 

the back, but He can see them for those at the front.  Those at the back are now raising their hands.  

Congratulations!  Congratulations!  Achcha.  BapDada has seen that when someone’s mind has zeal and 

enthusiasm for something in particular, then that thing is put into a practical form very well and this is why, 

this time on the day of love, BapDada is giving you this homework.  Every child understands that time and 

thoughts are wasted because of the mind.  If you have ever had any waste thoughts then you would have 

experienced how so much of your time and energy is wasted.  So, BapDada wants to give you this 

homework: For two months, each child should create a method for the self to stop the wastage of thoughts 

and time that take place through the mind.  Each one of you should keep your chart for the next two months: 

How much control did I have over wastage of time and waste thoughts?  Because, now, according to the 

time, it will be time for all of you to serve souls with the power of your mind.  For this, it is necessary to pay 

constant attention to your mind.  It is said: Those who conquer the mind conquer the world.  So, in the 

atmosphere of manmanabhav, you have to finish all wastage.  Are you able to do this?  Will you do this?  

Those who can do this, raise your hands!  BapDada will give you a prize.  You have to look at your own 

result.  If your mind is happy, you will share the happiness of your mind.  All of you should pay attention to 

claim a number ahead of all in this effort.  Then all wastage will finish!  Both the wastage of thoughts and 

time will finish!  Then, in the time to come, powerful thoughts and powerful time will spread into the 

atmosphere. 

 

Seeing the children, BapDada is pleased about one thing.  What is that?  That every child has done service, 

but, together with that, BapDada’s signal is: Become a double king.  You know that, do you not?  One is to 

be a self-sovereign, a master of the self and the second is to have a right to the future kingdom.  Be a master 

of the self…  The Father has the intoxication that there is no other father whose every child is a master of the 

self.  All of you are masters of the self, are you not?  The soul is ruling the self.  You are not influenced by 

the physical organs and senses, but you have a right to the kingdom.  The Father wants every child to be a 

constant master of the self, not just sometimes.  Can you become this?  In the two months that you have 

been given, note down whether you remained a master of the self, or whether you were influenced by your 

physical senses.  Now, you have to become karmateet.  Time is coming close.  So, what are you going to do?  

While walking and moving around, you definitely have to become a master of the self.  This sanskar is 

definitely of you Brahmin children.  A double kingdom is self-sovereignty now and then the world 

sovereignty in the future.  While touring around, BapDada notes down the results of the children.  Now, 

there is a need to pay more attention to being a constant master of the self.  BapDada has given you two 

tasks: 1) To what extent you remain a master of the self for the next two months.  You have to look at your 

own result.  2) With the controlling power and ruling power of the mind you have to finish all wastage.  

BapDada will give a prize to those who claim a number in this.  Do you like this?  You are going to do it, 

are you not?  Will you do it?  Nod.  Achcha. 

 

Today, BapDada accepted everyone’s love.  At amrit vela, there was a beautiful splendour of the children in 

the subtle region.  Today, even the advance party came to the subtle region to give the love of their heart 

and to receive love.  They are now asking the Father: Ultimately, until when are we going to have this part?  

What response should Baba give?  Those sitting in the first row, what reply should Baba give?  What would 

you say?  (Dadi Janki replied: I am ready.)  Will you return alone?  (Everyone will return together.)  You 

have love, do you not?  How can you just leave them and go to rule the kingdom?  (Why did those of the 
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advance party leave me alone and go away?)  It was their parts.  They had to go.  Now, you have to try and 

quickly prepare a gathering.  The work that you have been given for two months, if you make everyone do 

this work and give the result, it will happen quickly.  (Out of love for Baba, they will do it.)  There is love.  

All of you have passed in the subject of love.  BapDada sees that everyone has love, but, together with that, 

you also need power.  For this, make amrit vela powerful.  You sit for remembrance and BapDada is 

congratulating you for that, but a powerful atmosphere is needed to sit in.  Some sit like this, some sit like 

that.  If you were to take a photograph, you yourself would feel: Something else is needed now.  BapDada 

has spoken of volcanic yoga and you now have to pay deeper attention to that.  Everyone does make effort, 

but now, add the word ‘intense’ in front of the word ‘effort’.  BapDada has now given every child two 

months.  The more attention you pay, through your attention, the more help BapDada will give you.  

Masters of the mind, make your minds function just as you make your hands and feet function.  You can do 

whatever you want, can you not?  If you want to put something in a particular place and not anywhere else, 

you can do that, can you not?  Have such mind control.  Your mind should only have the thoughts you want 

it to have.  Every night, check your results: To what extent did I have ruling power and controlling power of 

the mind.  You should now put an end to waste very quickly.  Now become powerful and spread the power 

of being powerful into the atmosphere.  Seeing and hearing the children’s sorrow and suffering, BapDada 

now wishes completion to take place soon.  You were told that everyone is making effort, but now add the 

word “intense”.  “I have to do it”, not that I will do it or that I will see about it.  This language of postponing 

something for the future will not work any more. 

 

Today, you all saw the scene of love.  Each of you has so much love in your heart, but, to the extent that 

there is love, so there also has to be power with that.  Now, fill yourself with power.  None of you sisters 

should consider yourself to be just a Shakti, but consider yourself to be a Shiv Shakti.  You are a Shiv 

Shakti: the Father is with you.  The Father of the Pandavas is with the Pandavas.  So, what will you do now?  

BapDada has told you to add the word “intense” in front of the word “effort”.  Create such an atmosphere.  

Be co-operative with one another and, while staying at your own places, make your place powerful.  Make 

your companions powerful.  So, what will you do now?  You will do something new, will you not?  Since 

you say “My Baba”, you have to become like the one who is “Mine” (Baba), do you not?  Each one should 

have this determined thought in your heart.  You have very good thoughts.  At amrit vela, BapDada sees that 

you create very good thoughts, that you will do this and that, but when you become a karma yogi, when you 

come into connection and relationship, then it becomes different.  You now need to pay greater attention to 

the stage of being a karma yogi.  Achcha. 

 

All of you are happy, are you not?  Are you happy?  So many new ones also come.  Those who are new and 

have come for the first time, raise your hands!  Look, there are so many.  Half the class is of new ones.  

BapDada is pleased to see the new ones who have come because you have at least come here before the final 

completion.  However, to the extent that you have come late, to that extent you will have to make intense 

effort because in this short time you have to accumulate enough for your full 21 births in the future.  You 

will have to pay this much attention.  Save your time!  Do not waste even a second.  Remain an intense 

effort-maker.  With ordinary effort, it will be difficult to reach your destination.  Nevertheless, BapDada is 

congratulating from His heart the children who have come.  Congratulations!  Achcha. 

 

It is the turn of Indore Zone to serve: (7000 people have come.)  Achcha.  Teachers of Indore Zone, raise 

your hands!  BapDada is congratulating the teachers.  Why is BapDada congratulating all the teachers?  

BapDada saw that those who have become instruments for service in Indore are showing a good result of 

service.  You have a good connection with those special instruments who are living outside (the centre).  

You have given the message very well.  What more do you have to do now?  You are fine in this, and 

BapDada is congratulating you for this.  However, you now have to make those who are in connection and 

relationship with you into heirs.  There are some in contact, but now bring the heir-quality souls in front of 

the Father.  You can bring them – you have a good connection. 
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(BapDada was coughing.)  Today, the health of the chariot is not so well.  Even so, BapDada still came to 

meet all of you.  BapDada is pleased to see the children: Wah children! Wah!  This emerges from the heart.  

To the extent that you say “Wah Baba! Wah!”, BapDada says “Wah children! Wah” even more than that.  

So, those from Indore, bring closer those who are in connection with you.  You can do that.  There is hope in 

them.  Bring those in whom there is hope in front of Baba.  Achcha.  You have come here for the sake of 

service.  BapDada is also pleased that each zone gets a very good chance.  You take the chance to bring the 

maximum number of souls.  So, you have made this programme very good because each zone gets a chance.  

However, after taking the chance, also bring the result of bringing souls in front of BapDada.  Achcha. 

 

Speaking to double foreigners (400 have come.)  Very good.  The double foreigners are the decoration of 

the yagya.  Whenever you come, you are the decoration of the yagya.  Everyone becomes so happy because 

you have one very good speciality.  Whatever you have to do, you do that instantly.  You don’t wait too long 

to do it.  BapDada sees that your zeal and enthusiasm is increasing a lot more.  There isn’t a single turn in 

which double foreigners are not present.  So, BapDada gives the double foreigners the title of being double 

effort-makers.  Now, demonstrate this!  Show the result by becoming double effort-makers.  BapDada 

knows that service continues to increase and He continues to receive the news.  Your service is good.  Now, 

according to what Baba said today, always add the word ‘intense’ in front of the word ‘effort’.  Intense 

effort-making children always keep BapDada in their hearts and BapDada also keeps every child in His 

heart.  You all have BapDada in your hearts, do you not?  Raise your hands!  Who stays in your hearts?  

BapDada.  And you children are in BapDada’s heart.  BapDada is giving special love and remembrance to 

all the children who have sent special love and remembrance.  Daughter Jayanti has sent love and 

remembrance from her heart.  Daughter Gayatri has also sent love and remembrance.  There were others too.  

Those who have sent special love and remembrance, BapDada is also giving them special love and 

remembrance.  If someone has a particular desire, you should fulfil that desire and continue to make that one 

move forward.  Their desires are not bad, they are good.  They have good enthusiasm for service.  Those 

who sent special remembrance, BapDada is specially giving them multimillion-fold love and remembrance.  

They are good all-round servers.  Do not say that Baba does not remember anyone else.  Baba remembers 

everyone.  However, these ones have sent special love and remembrance so Baba is giving specially to them.  

It is a wonder that, in the turn of the different zones, the double foreigners are never missing.  (Dadi Janki 

said: Wajeeha has written a letter with a lot of love.)  The daughter stays in remembrance very well.  

BapDada has seen that the illness of the daughter has brought benefit to so many people.  Doctors are also 

pleased when they see her because she doesn’t appear to be ill as ill as she is.  She remains happy.  This is 

known as being victorious over the illness.  The illness is doing its own work and the daughter is busy in her 

own work of remembrance.  She is also an example of the double foreigners.  BapDada is giving the double 

foreigners love and remembrance from His heart and also giving them special congratulations for coming to 

Madhuban as its decoration.  You all like this, do you not?  All the children are also happy when they see 

you come.  “Wah! Wah!” emerges from everyone’s heart.  You have already performed the wonder that you 

have given your message to many different places.  However, now prepare heir-quality souls.  Having 

prepared heirs abroad, bring them here.  You can do this because you are those who go fast in everything.  

So, you can also do this.  Achcha. 

 

Teachers: (Many have come.)  Seeing the teachers, BapDada is very pleased because the instrument 

teachers have become instruments to reveal BapDada.  Seeing any teacher, everyone is happy because a 

teacher means the one through whose features the future is visible.  What is your future?  Your future is to 

remain always happy in the heart, always to have a right, not to be dependent.  So, the features of the 

teachers give a vision of this.  Each teacher should always think: Whether you speak something somewhere 

or not, your features and face reveal the attainment of the present and the future.  Always pay this attention: 

Is my face always such that it grants a vision?  Any who come in front of a teacher, seeing the teacher, they 

would firstly become happy and happiness would then become visible in their lives.  You are so happy and 

you also have the fortune of happiness.  BapDada saw that the aim of each and every teacher is good: “I 

have to do this.  I have to become this.”  It is like this, is it not?  What is your aim?  This is your aim, is it 

not?  So, this aim is visible in your qualifications but it should be even more visible.  Whoever comes should 
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definitely take that happiness away with them because every human being needs happiness.  They want it, 

but they are not able to become that.  So, ‘teachers’ means those who serve through their features.  They 

should experience: What has this one become?  Now, as you progress further, your faces and activity will do 

this service a lot more because as the times become more delicate, you will have less time, but their desire to 

receive something or other will increase.  This is why teachers should always remain ever-ready so that 

anyone who comes should definitely take away something.  They should take away something or other from 

your faces and activity.  You are the children of the Bestower, are you not?  BapDada is very pleased on 

seeing the teachers.  He sings their praise in His heart: Wah teachers! Wah!  Each teacher definitely does do 

service and you must be checking your result at night as to what service you do each day.  You look at your 

own chart: Did I fulfil the aim of service that I had?  If not, due to one reason or another, then do double 

service the next day.  Do not just leave it, because a teacher means an instrument bestower, a child of the 

Bestower.  So BapDada is pleased no matter whether you are from a small centre or a big centre, because to 

come to a service place, having renounced everything, is also courage, is it not?  BapDada is pleased with 

your courage.  Now make more companions.  Make more teachers emerge because service is going to 

increase.  Now, wait for a little upheaval and everyone will come to you with a longing!  Service is going to 

increase; it is not going to decrease.  It is good.  The majority of the teachers are of this zone and there must 

be a few others too.  (2000 teachers have come.)  Congratulations to the teachers. 

 

Those from Calcutta have done beautiful decorations.  Those from Calcutta have taken on this service 

very well from the hearts.  BapDada sees that it does not matter what the decorations are, they do it with 

their hearts.  BapDada sees their heart in this, not the decoration: that is visible while walking and moving 

around.  Congratulations because you do everything from your hearts.  Congratulations.  It is good.  In any 

case, Calcutta is the place of Father Brahma’s divine birth.  It is good.  Your “in-charge” Dadi is also 

playing a wonderful part.  BapDada is saying to all zones: Now, bring heir-quality souls here through your 

service.  Claim a number in this.  You have already received congratulations for increasing service places 

and increasing the Father’s children.  However, every zone should now keep the aim to increase heir-quality 

souls.  BapDada always says: Increase the quality of those who are mikes and also heirs, so that when one of 

them says something, many can become influenced.  This is known as quality.  Achcha. 

 

To all the extremely lovely, co-operative and serviceable children, BapDada is giving love and 

remembrance filled with love on this day of love.  Together with that, BapDada is telling every loving child: 

Now, each child definitely has to become number one by keeping that aim and making intense effort, and 

the drama will definitely make you that.  It doesn’t matter where you are sitting, BapDada is seeing all the 

children everywhere and how you are sitting with zeal and enthusiasm.  You are listening and also watching.  

Love-filled love and remembrance and congratulations to each and every child.  Congratulations. 

 

To the Dadis:  Look, all the instrument Dadis are very lovely.  (Dadi Janki said: Dadi Gulzar is also very 

good.)  What would they do without you?  All the Dadis are lovely and detached.  (We have many blessings 

from Baba.) 

 

To Mohiniben: You are courageous, you will be fine.  BapDada is making you move.  You are also moving 

along.  BapDada is making you move.  You are at least moving along having settled some of your accounts 

and you have been able to come here.  Very good. 

 

(To everyone.)  BapDada loves every child so much.  Even though the Dadis come in front and you don’t, 

Baba loves every child.  Do not think that you are those who simply observe from a distance.  You are those 

who stay in the heart.  Achcha. 

 

To Par Dadi: Your zone has come.  Did you see how so many good people have come?  Achcha. 

 

(Each of the three senior brothers presented a bouquet to BapDada.)  Your trimurti (trinity) is also good. 
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(Rameshbhai presented a photograph of “Godlywood Studios” to BapDada and informed Baba of the 

inauguration that is to take place on 26
th
 January.)  Very good.  Now, use that place a lot.  Everyone should 

use it with great force.  Do new things!  It will happen.  Service means to eat the fruit.  You are not just 

doing service, you are eating the fruit.  (Dadi said: Ushaben had a lot of enthusiasm to serve.)  Her feelings 

(bhavna) will do the work.  Whatever bhavna she had in her heart to serve, that will do the work.  She had a 

lot of enthusiasm for service and that is why she was loved by the family and the Father.   

 

To Rameshbhai: Is your health OK?  Make yourself move along with it. 

 

To Bhopalbhai: Is the officer OK now?  He continues to do something or other even now.  Put him right 

with yoga.  Go and serve him a little through which he feels that you have pure and positive thoughts for 

him.  He should experience this.  Then everything will be fine.  Achcha. 

 

To Golakbhai: (He works very hard.)  He is receiving internally the fruit of his hard work.  Hard work 

never goes to waste.  The fruit of your hard work is that you receive everyone’s love: this is the fruit.  If 

something happens, that is a different matter.  However, you have love in your heart.  Achcha. 

 

Speaking to Narayan Dada and Manoj: Both have come.  Very good.  It is good that you have come.  You 

should come in every turn.  Previously, you used to come, but now you only come sometimes.  Baba does 

not like “only sometimes”.  You should come in every turn because Baba wants every soul to move forward 

the most.  You will come, you will go, you will meet everyone and experience happiness.  Your face will 

become happy and all thoughts will finish.  You do have many thoughts, do you not?  You will become 

happy, because you have received the knowledge.  You will also be happy.  Both of you have to remain very 

happy so that anyone who sees you asks: From where did you receive this happiness?  It should be like that.  

It is good.  If you remain happy, all problems will finish; that is a guarantee.  You do think a lot, do you 

not?  Remain happy!  To the extent that you remain happy, your health will remain good and everyone who 

sees you will also become happy.  Even so, you have a relationship with the family.  How many relatives do 

you have?  Wherever you may be living, serve through your face.  Whoever sees you should ask: “Who are 

they?  Where have they come from?”  You have taken that sustenance, have you not? 

 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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Now, become an authority of the experience of being an embodiment of remembrance. 

With volcanic yoga, give everyone the co-operation of the rays of light and might. 
 

Today, BapDada is seeing His small world of souls in front of Him and of everywhere else and is pleased.  

Although this world is small, it is very lovely because each and every soul of this world is an elevated soul.  

It is these souls who are a handful out of multimillions.  It is these souls who have a right to the Father’s 

inheritance.  BapDada is pleased to see every child: each and every child is a king child.  BapDada has made 

each child one who has a right to self-sovereignty and a right to the sovereignty of the world.  At this time, 

all are those who have self-sovereignty, that is, they are the kings of the mind, intellect, sanskars and the 

physical senses.  You are not influenced by the senses.  You are also masters of your minds.  In the same 

way, does each one of you children consider yourself to be a master of the mind and also a master of your 

sanskars?  It is not that sometimes you are the master of your mind and sometimes your mind is your master, 

is it?  You say, “My mind”; you do not say, “I, the mind”.  So, you are the master of that which belongs to 

you.  Check that the mind does not become the master sometimes.  At this time, BapDada has seated each 

one on the seat of those who have a right to self-sovereignty.  You are self-sovereigns at the present time 

and the future kingdom is yours anyway.  You have a right to double sovereignty.  BapDada is seeing that, 

together with having a right to self-sovereignty, every child also has self-respect.  So, sit with the awareness, 

“I am a soul with self-respect”, and you will see how such a long list of titles of self-respect comes in front 

of you.  A garland of many types of self-respect comes in front of you, does it not? 

 

BapDada has garlanded every child with a garland of self-respect.  As soon as you hear of the word ‘self-

respect’, the different titles of self-respect come into your awareness, do they not?  Just remember how great 

your self-respect is in the eternal form.  Have you gone into your eternal form?  Each one’s self-respect is: I 

am a sparkling soul with the Father.  Because of having the Father’s company, you are especial sparkling 

souls.  Can you see that?  In the sky, too, some stars have a special sparkle.  In the same way, because of 

being with the Father, you are sparkling souls.  Do you remember your eternal form?  Can you stabilise 

yourself in your eternal form in a second?  Now, stabilise yourself in that eternal form in a second, for one 

second.  You become so intoxicated!  Now move forward; you have now come to the beginning of the world 

cycle.  Perform this drill: See your form at the beginning of the golden age.  It is such an elevated form: An 

embodiment of happiness.  It is a form of being an embodiment of all attainments.  There is no name or trace 

of sorrow.  Even the elements are beautiful and satoguni.  Just experience your deity form!  Can you see 

your own form?  Whether someone is a king, a great soul or a politician, have you seen anyone who is an 

embodiment of all attainments?  So, stabilise yourself in your deity form for a second.  You enjoy being in 

your self-respect, do you not?  I am a deity…  BapDada is conducting this drill.  Then, come down - which 

age is it?  In the copper age, too, your self-respect is of being worthy of worship.  Your form is worthy of 

worship.  Can you see your worthy of worship form?  Everyone worships you with so much devotion and 

discipline.  No one else is worshipped with such discipline.  Whether someone is the founder of a religion, a 

guru, a politician or an actor, no one else is worshipped with such discipline.  So, did you see your self-

respect?  Did you experience it?  Now, come to the confluence age.  Are all of you going around the cycle?  

Are those who are sitting at the back going around the cycle?  Raise your hands!  Look at your self-respect, 

because you are those who have a right to self-sovereignty, are you not?  At the confluence age, God 

Himself, the Master Himself, fills the lives of you children with the speciality of purity.  This purity is the 

mine of all types of imperishable happiness.  Who made you become this?  God Himself!  Even now, you 

have received as practical proof the property of purity from the Father.  Now, check! Purity is the basis of all 

attainments.  All of you have become master almighty authorities through purity.  So check: Have I attained 

all powers?  Some children say: The Father has given all the powers, but the power that we need sometimes 

comes a little time later; it comes when the situation is over.  What is the reason for that?  The Father gave it 

to you as a blessing but, in spite of that, it doesn’t come to you at the time of need.  What is the reason for 

that?  You are not seated on the seat of the awareness of being a master almighty authority.  An order is only 

obeyed when it is given by someone seated on the seat of his position.  Whenever you order any power, first 

check: Am I seated on the seat of awareness?  Am I seated on the seat of self-respect?  Stabilise yourself on 

the seat of awareness and all the powers are bound to come to you at the time of need because the Almighty 
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Authority Father has made you into master almighty authorities.  So, you are moving along while having 

imbibed such powerful self-respect, are you not?  Have you seen your self-respect?  Where will you go after 

the confluence age?  You will be on the return journey, will you not?  This is why BapDada wants each one 

of you to continue to perform this exercise throughout the day.  Make time for this again and again.  By 

garlanding you with the garland of self-respect and by your experiencing it, BapDada has given you a right 

to self-sovereignty.  Therefore, it is not possible that that self-respect would not obey your orders.  Simply 

remain seated on your seat. 

 

BapDada saw that everyone does pay attention, but now, set your daily timetable on a regular basis.  Every 

now and then, stabilise yourself in the form of the awareness of your self-respect.  For instance, just as you 

do traffic control, in the same way, for the awareness of self-respect, fix a time regular time in your routine 

to have the awareness from the beginning period till the return journey.  You can do this while walking and 

moving around because it is only your mind that you have to sit on the seat.  BapDada saw…and you were 

told earlier too that all of you do have yoga, but what is needed now?  Seeing the conditions of the delicate 

times, you were also told earlier that volcanic yoga which will do double the work is needed now.  Firstly, 

you will be able to cremate your old sanskars.  At present, you kill your sanskars, but you do not burn them.  

Even after killing them, they sometimes awaken.  Just as Ravan is not just killed, but also burnt, in the same 

way, you have to cremate your old sanskars, which, every now and again, reduce your intense effort.  For 

this, you need to have volcanic yoga.  Firstly, for yourself.  Through volcanic yoga you become a form of 

light and might and secondly, because you are in that form, you can give others co-operation through your 

rays.  So, now, have you all transformed your yoga into volcanic yoga?  Now, according to the time, all 

souls need your co-operation. 

 

At amrit vela, BapDada gives love to every child.  BapDada sees that you keep a very good aim and you 

also maintain courage. However much attention you have at amrit vela reduces during the day.  What is the 

reason for this?  When you are engaged in performing action, and you do have to perform actions as a karma 

yogi, there is a difference.  You are not those who simply have yoga, but you are those who have a yogi life.  

A life is for all time, not only sometimes.  So, what does BapDada want now?  Generally, many of you have 

passed in the subject of love.  In the subject of love, the Father saw that the majority of you experience love 

by saying “My Baba, my Baba”.  The majority of you have passed in the subject of love.  What do you have 

to pass in now?  In becoming equal to the Father.  What do all of you want?  Do all of you want to become 

equal to the Father or will the Father remain the Father and you are just the children?  So, you will have to 

become equal to the Father.  What does it mean to have love?  It means you definitely have to do what the 

person you love tells you.  All of you love the Father and the Father loves you; if so raise your hands!  You 

have love?  Good.  So, now, just as you have love, BapDada wants you to have the aim of becoming equal to 

the Father.  Raise your hands for this!  You have this faith and you raise your hands very well too.  BapDada 

is seeing this. 

 

BapDada wants each and every child to be visible as one who is happy and has the fortune of happiness 

through your face and activity, because, according to the time, your face will do a lot of service.  There will 

be a need for this.  BapDada wants you to keep the aim for this from now.  As it is now the Platinum Jubilee, 

everyone has the zeal and enthusiasm to do service.  In the same way, you should have the enthusiasm to 

serve through your face because, day by day, delicate times are definitely going to come.  At such a time, 

your face should make souls cheerful. 

 

Today, BapDada toured around at amrit vela.  What did He see?  You all sit with your own interest, but the 

greatest authority of all is the authority of your own experience.  Baba saw that you sit, but you have to be 

an authority of experience.  You sit with that awareness, but you should experience being an mbodiment of 

that awareness.  You experience the bliss of being an authority of experience for a short time.  You think 

that you are seated on BapDada’s heart-throne, but to experience yourself as an embodiment of that 

awareness and be lost in that experience: this has to be increased even more because the authority of 

experience is the greatest authority of all.  To remain as an embodiment of awareness is said to be an 

experience.  So, become lost in that experience.  Stay in the experience of the form that you have in your 

awareness: this is needed a lot more because an experience is never forgotten.  Sometimes, you try to relate 
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something through someone else’s experience because experience has an impact.  You keep yourself as an 

embodiment of the awareness of a particular form, so become lost in that experience.  That experience helps 

a lot in your efforts too.  BapDada saw that you are numberwise in being authorities of experience.  So, 

now, pay greater attention to the practice of being an authority of experience.  The stage of being an 

embodiment of experience is always merged within and the face and activity of such a soul does service. 

 

Today, BapDada was seeing the record of the children.  Firstly, pay more attention to having volcanic yoga 

through which you will receive help in transforming your nature and sanskars.  Even now, your sanskars, 

which you call your nature, do their own work every now and then.  BapDada is otherwise pleased.  With 

what?  Do you know what BapDada is pleased with?  BapDada saw that as you have been listening to the 

murlis, nowadays you are paying more attention to your timetable.  Your attention has increased and the 

tension of your sanskars will continue to be reduced.  BapDada also told you earlier that whenever there is 

tension - simply add an “A” and there will be attention.  Everyone has to return.  This is a firm promise.  We 

will return together and we will rule together.  Are all of you happy?  Or, are you happy only sometimes?  

Those of you who believe that you are always happy, not sometimes, but always – raise your hands after 

thinking carefully!  Achcha.  You are raising your hands after consideration.  Happiness is something that 

belongs to you.  Why should you lose something that belongs to you?  So, what will you do now?  You have 

to move forward.  What shall we do now? 

 

Is it possible for every centre to remain free from obstacles and free from waste thoughts?  Is it possible?  

Or, do you need time for this?  Until now, BapDada has not received a report from any centre that their 

centre is constantly free from obstacles and their companions as well.  Not just yourself - but your 

companions too.  That time will also come.  It will happen because it is you children who have to become 

this.  There isn’t anyone else as an example who has come at the end and will become an intense effort-

maker and go ahead.  It is all of you as the majority who have to go ahead.  BapDada saw the majority of 

you have love for the murli.  However, just as Jagadamba demonstrated in her practical life, whatever the 

Father says has to be done.  She kept that aim and also paid attention to that effort.  Your Didi and Dadis 

who have gone into the advance party also paid that attention and they are now waiting for you.  They are 

all asking: When will the gates to completion open?  It is not just one or two who are going to open the 

gates.  So, now, make effort to bring the time close to open the gates.  To become complete means to bring 

the time close.  Achcha. 

 

BapDada is giving love from His heart to all the children everywhere.  Together with that, BapDada is also 

reminding all of you about the homework that He has given for two months.  Why?  Generally, these waste 

thoughts make your efforts ordinary instead of making them intense.  Therefore, together with love and 

remembrance, BapDada is reminding all the children everywhere: now, the time of the confluence age is so 

beautiful and elevated!  It is only at the confluence age that you receive all the treasures from the Father.  

Every second of the confluence age is great.  Therefore, always keep the value of the confluence age in your 

intellects.  One second of the confluence age enables you to have so much attainment.  What would you 

reply to someone who asks you: What have you received?  There is nothing lacking in the hearts of us 

Brahmins.  We have attained that which we wanted.  Now, use that, become an intense effort-maker and 

bring time close.  Achcha.  BapDada is seeing that everyone has enthusiasm.  So, constantly continue to 

increase this enthusiasm.  Achcha. 

 

It is the turn of Punjab to serve: Half of those in the hall are from Punjab.  It is good.  Those from Punjab 

have taken the opportunity to do service in Punjab very well and have increased the number of centres and 

students.  One speciality of Punjab is that you have made very good effort to enable everyone to receive the 

message.  You have also brought VIPs from there into contact and relationship and this is why BapDada is 

pleased with the serviceable children for the service of Punjab.  Courage.  The teachers also have courage.  

Even teachers are too many in number.  Now, Punjab will bring heir quality souls.  Is this all right?  Bring 

the examples.  You claim the first number.  Bring someone co-operative whose sound can put enthusiasm 

into many others.  Prepare such heir-quality souls and bring them in front of the Father.  You can bring 

them.  It is not that it is difficult; it is easy.  So, what will you do now?  You will bring heirs, will you not?  

Will you?  The instrument teachers are good.  You can do this.  Now claim a number.  First, Punjab should 
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bring the heirs, and everyone will see this.  Now, there are still some more meetings in this season, and so in 

this season, bring such a person that Punjab becomes number one.  It is not a big deal.  It is a matter of just 

creating a thought.  You are good and the students are also good.  BapDada saw that even the students have 

zeal and enthusiasm.  Where there is zeal and enthusiasm, there is definitely going to be success.  BapDada 

speaks of the lions of Punjab.  Baba is pleased with the children who are the lions of Punjab.  When you go 

back, make plans so that Punjab brings the number one heirs.  There is a margin for this.  It is good.  You 

are able to fill yourselves with power in the chance that you receive.  BapDada is pleased that each zone in 

turn alone becomes instrumental for all round service.  You receive a chance and you also create your 

fortune.  Until now, whichever zone does this service, BapDada has seen that mostly you make everyone 

content.  Is that right?  The report is good, is it not?  It is good.  BapDada is pleased.  Achcha. 

 

Meeting of the four Wings: (SpARC, Media, Sports and Religious).  Achcha.  All these four wings are 

very helpful for service.  They are and can be because all the four Wings can bring many others into 

connection.  For example, the Media Wing is there.  Media Wing is now making very good plans to make 

the message reach every home.  BapDada is pleased that you are doing everything while being co-operative 

with one another.  You have moved forward and are moving forward.  BapDada now wants the media to 

give the message: Now, according to the time, every soul should have the inspiration to claim an inheritance 

from their Father.  People hear this, but Baba should now receive a list of how many heirs have emerged 

through the media.  BapDada has heard that it has a good impact and that the number of students is 

increasing.  However, now make a list of how many have emerged through the Media service at every centre 

and in every zone.  In the same way, all the other Wings also have to make this list.  Many have given a list 

today of those VIPs who have come into their connection.  Baba has received that list, but now create sicj a 

gathering and make them move forward by giving them zeal and enthusiasm.  They do come into connection 

with you, but make such a programme that they also understand what they have to do in the future.  They 

have heard this, but now, explain to them a little more clearly how they have to move forward.  Also make a 

list of how many have been added from each Wing.  Although they are added, you may not know.  BapDada 

is congratulating those from all the Wings because each wing is trying to increase service and also makes 

very good plans for expansion.  All four Wings are doing very good service because each Wing considers 

itself responsible.  The wings also try very hard and this is why BapDada is pleased with them.  Just as you 

are engaged in the task of the Wings with attention, in the same way, continue to move forward even more.  

BapDada is congratulating you.  You are moving forward; continue to move forward!  BapDada is saying 

this to all four Wings.  None of the wings is weak.  You are all moving forward in your own ways.  You 

must be paying attention to the homework that BapDada has given.  Now prepare sensible VIPs that come in 

every Wing.  Make a group of such sensible courageous ones from the different Wings who can all together 

make one thing clear.  Definitely do this work.  Those who are sitting at the front can do this work.  You can 

give them courage.  Now, the sound should emerge in a practical way of what the Brahma Kumaris want.  

The service of the Platinum Jubilee has made the importance of the Brahma Kumaris very clear to everyone.  

It is necessary and you can do it.  You have come so far, and there is co-operation from all the Wings.  

However, they should now understand that God has come.  They have reached as far as the Brahma 

Kumaris.  They have begun to understand that God has already come.  When they hear this knowledge, they 

are intoxicated, but they are only just courageous enough to come onto the field.  It will come; it has to 

come.  They now have the courage to come.  You will see that not a single programme will be dull (attended 

by only a few people).  It will always be a success.  Earlier they used to run away on hearing the name.  

Now, they understand that the Brahma Kumaris do very good work and they do it systematically with the 

right method.  Their attention has been drawn to this extent.  BapDada saw the names of those from all four 

Wings, those who gave the names.  There are very good souls in connection with you so bring them more in 

front now.  Have a programme with them.  Give them a plan of what they can do.  The field is prepared and 

the fruit is now going to emerge and so BapDada is pleased.  Baba is pleased with your effort.  

Congratulations, congratulations, congratulations to all four Wings!  You are making very good effort.  

Achcha. 

 

Double foreigners and the main instrument brothers and sisters from abroad have come: The double 

foreigners have been given the title, “the Decoration of Madhuban”.  You bring splendour to Madhuban and 

you have made a good difference.  BapDada is pleased to see both the effort and the transformation.  Earlier, 
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you used to ask “Why?  Why?” and now you say, “Wah! Wah!”  You have brought about a good change.  

You now don’t find anything difficult.  You are ever-ready for anything, any discipline that is sent in the 

murlis as a direction from BapDada and you also give good co-operation.  You are loving and also very 

good in your co-operation.  BapDada is seeing the record and seeing that many good incognito co-operative 

souls have emerged.  So, you also have big hearts.  You are not those with small hearts.  BapDada is 

pleased.  Service everywhere is going along well.  BapDada wants two things: Firstly, an increase in service 

and secondly for everyone to be free from obstacles.  BapDada saw that there has been quite a change in 

both these things.  BapDada likes it very much that all of those who have become instruments get together in 

Madhuban.  Firstly, you become the decoration of Madhuban, and secondly, everyone comes to know from 

where each one has come and the transformation that you have brought about.  Everyone listens to your 

experiences and that also has an impact.  If those abroad can do it, why can’t we do it?  And so there is 

enthusiasm.  Those from abroad should claim number one in what BapDada wants – in volcanic yoga 

because the foreigners have the sanskar of definitely completing whatever aim they have.  Claim a number 

in two things: 1) Finishing all wastage and 2) Becoming free from obstacles in service.  The whole family 

also has love for you.  It is not just BapDada’s love but the whole family has love for the double foreigners.  

Now, those from abroad have to claim number one in both these things.  Will you do this?  It is not a big 

deal.  BapDada also tours around abroad.  Baba also tours around at amrit vela.  Now, sit as an embodiment 

of experience.  Pay more attention to this because the authority of experience is huge.  You sit with a good 

aim, but the power that you receive in the morning should also have an impact on your karma yoga and the 

atmosphere of the centre – this little addition is required, but otherwise, BapDada is pleased.  You do not 

lose courage.  You remain courageous and you also encourage one another as you move along.  The Father 

also helps.  You are not those from abroad, but your original land is Paramdham.  So, have good experiences 

of that and bring the time close.  Take the initiative for this.  We will demonstrate this by doing it first.  We 

will show it by becoming the instruments for this.  It is good.  BapDada is pleased in any case.  It is not that 

He is not pleased. 

 

Everyone is pleased on seeing the teachers (double foreign teachers).  You remain courageous, you enable 

others to remain courageous and make them move forward.  BapDada loves the scene when all the special 

teachers get together.  Everything becomes clear.  You go back filled with zeal and enthusiasm.  Seeing all 

of you, those of Bharat also receive zeal and enthusiasm and so they too do the same.  It is good.  BapDada 

is giving each jewel love from His heart and, together with that love, He is also giving your mind waves of 

zeal and enthusiasm.  Achcha. 

 

Have all of you taken love and remembrance for yourself or is it just those of the Wings and the double 

foreigners who have taken that?  BapDada is seeing everyone.  He casts His vision and so He gives love and 

remembrance through His vision.  Achcha. 

 

Those who have come for the first time, stand up.  You have come for the first time and so now perform 

wonders.  What wonder should you perform?  Make first number effort.  Demonstrate that you are the ones 

who have come last and are going fast and will be first.  It is possible.  Such jewels are going to emerge and 

so you can show that.  All of you have BapDada’s help.  Make intense effort!  Do not make ordinary effort 

as coming, but make intense effort.  You have to do this.  You have to become this.  You have to go ahead.  

Have this determination and some such examples will definitely emerge.  BapDada is pleased that you have 

reached here before time.  You have at least claimed a right to your inheritance.  Achcha.  BapDada is 

pleased that you have come.  Welcome!  It was your season, and now demonstrate by going ahead of all.  

Do not think that you have come last.  You can go ahead.  You will receive help from BapDada and the 

drama.  It is good.  Look how many have come!  Half the class is of those who have come for the first time.  

BapDada is pleased that you have at least recognised the Father and claimed a right to the inheritance!  

Achcha.  Congratulations, congratulations, congratulations to all of you from BapDada and the whole 

family! 
 

To Mohiniben:  As there is a large gathering, there is enthusiasm because of that.  Because of having that 

enthusiasm, you force yourself a little.  Do not do that!  Look after yourself!  You have Baba’s help.  There 

is nothing to worry about.  You will be fine.  Take every step while considering your health.  Remain 

carefree. 
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To Dadi Janki: You are refreshing everyone very well.  You have to do that.  (The One who is doing 

everything is making me do it.)  That is there, of course, but you are doing it.  You have to do that.  It is fine.  

You are playing your part well. 

To Hansaben: This one is also playing her part well.  Everyone is happy. 
 

To Par Dadi: You too are an example.  Seeing you, everyone remembers Father Brahma.  You are OK.  

You don’t have any difficulties, do you?  Continue to move along in this way.  You are fine and will be fine. 
 

To Rameshbhai: Everything is fine, but also keep your health good.  Do not get caught up in anything too 

much because you have to do a lot of work in the future too.  There isn’t just the work of the studio.  You 

have to do a lot more other work too and so pay attention to your health.  (The Solar project is going on.)  

Can you not do something for the Solar project in the papers, as you do for other projects?  There are many 

big firms who advertise things.  There are many in connection who are not even aware of this.  You can go 

to them because this is service, this is not for your eating and drinking.  You are not asking anything for 

your food or accommodation.  This is a means of serving.  Try this with those with whom you have a 

connection. 
 

Nirwairbhai related that the kitchen is also nearing completion.  It will happen. 
 

To all three senior brothers: Consider it to be your responsibility.  Discuss this among yourselves and if 

someone’s advice is going to make some difference, then clarify everything among yourselves, come to 

some conclusion and all of you together put it to the Dadis.  Consider this to be your responsibility. 
 

(What aim should we keep for service in the meeting?)  For service, now let there be the difference that 

others should invite you.  There are many people whom you have served and they can do this.  Now, they 

should give you the stage and you just go there and do service.  You have done a lot on your own stage and 

the result has been good.  Now, try changing this a little. 
 

(Is Media the only means of enabling the message to reach every home?)  That can only be done through 

the Media.  Let it be legal.  You have taken the TV channel and are doing so much in that.  What is the 

result of that?  (Half the number of brothers and sisters that come have come through the TV.)  That is good 

and everyone should know about what is happening.  Otherwise they think: We don’t know what is 

happening.  There should be news of that.  Everyone should know the result.  There will then be zeal and 

enthusiasm.  Otherwise, you will not come to know.  You will just be moving along.  (Brijmohanbhai asked 

about revealing the God of the Gita.)  You have been given that work, have you not?  First of all, get 

together four or five such ones who are special and well-known to some extent.  Four to five such souls can 

emerge.  First of all, prepare them and have a meeting with them and ask them what they believe.  Make 

them instruments and ask them how it is possible to do what we want.  There are four or five now.  Also 

look after your health. 
 

Speaking to the senior sisters from abroad: It is good that you take enthusiasm from one another.  Pay a 

little attention to everyone and everything becomes fine.  Tour around or send someone else.  Continue to 

have someone tour around and everyone will have enthusiasm and will move forward.  The news that you 

are free from obstacles is good.  All of you do get together but, when you do this, share good news with 

everyone.  For example, tell them of the place where there are eight centres which are moving along together 

very well, and that is good, is it not?  You have courage, do you not?  Give this news to everyone. 
 

Sister Gayatri sent flowers and the whole family has sent their remembrance: There are two to four 

families who are very lucky.  Like that one who is not well (Sister Wajeeha).  She may have come last but is 

going fast.  Some such good ones have emerged.  It is good.  Look, all of you are from India, all of you 

belong to India.  You are the heads, are you not? 

 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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19/02/12     Avyakt BapDada     19/02/12 
 
In order to open the gates to the home, renounce the “I” of body consciousness with the attitude of 
unlimited disinterest.  On your birthday, let your speaking and doing become equal with 
determination and become an image of success. 
 
Today, BapDada is pleased to see all His children everywhere.  The sound emerging from the hearts 
everywhere is, “Wah Baba! wah!” and the sound from the Father’s heart is also the same “Wah children! 
wah!”  Today, everyone is celebrating the happiness of the divine birth with zeal and enthusiasm.  Today, 
you are celebrating with happiness, and together with that, the Father is also celebrating the children’s 
happiness.  It is only on this day of the unique birthday when it is the same day of the divine birth for the 
Father and the children together.  All of you are giving congratulations and also receiving congratulations 
because the Father has taken birth in order to create the sacrificial fire.  So, only Brahmin children are 
needed in the yagya.  So, this is the only birthday where the birthday of the Father and the children is on the 
same day and this is why this Shiv Jayanti is said to be a birthday as valuable as a diamond.  So, the Father 
is seeing how each child has come to give congratulations with so much love and the Father has also come 
to give congratulations.  This birthday is a birthday of deep love.  The children are loving, the Father is 
loving and it is a lovely birthday. 
 
The love of all the children in this land and abroad everywhere is reaching BapDada.  The Father is giving 
each and every loving child congratulations filled with multimillion-fold love.  This love will easily make 
every child a karma yogi.  This love constantly makes everything easy; it makes you powerful.  It is not the 
birthday of BapDada alone, because the Father always stays with the children.  We will stay together, return 
together and come into the kingdom together.  This is also the promise of all of you, is it not?  You have to 
stay together, fly back together and rule in the kingdom together. 
 
Today, BapDada is also especially remembering your devotees because your devotees have copied very well 
what you have done because in the copper age when they first come from the supreme abode, the first birth 
is always satopradhan, and this is why they have copied you very well.  So, on this day, together with all of 
you children, Baba was also remembering the devotees.  Today, in the subtle region, there was a lot of 
splendour of the children at amrit vela.  Every child was feeling: I am going to congratulate BapDada, and 
BapDada also accepted the congratulations from every child with deep love.  So, today, this meeting (mela) 
was taking place in the subtle region.  On the one side there were you children and on the other side, your 
companions who have gone in advance had also come.  BapDada saw that the list of your Dadis and the 
special senior brothers was a big one.  Each of the Dadis was congratulating BapDada and, together with 
that, they were also congratulating you fortunate children.  So, today, in the subtle region, there was the 
mela of congratulations.  All the special Dadis and brothers of the advance party were especially 
remembering you instrument souls who were their companions and were congratulating you from their 
hearts.  So, BapDada is congratulating all of you on behalf of everyone.  Did you accept it?  There was just 
the one sound from everyone, from the sisters and brothers: When will you open the gates to go home?  So 
especially Didi and Dadi were saying: Ask our friends and our brothers on our behalf: “What date have you 
fixed to return home?  You will all return together, will you not?  You will not return separately, will you?  
Everyone will be present together to open the gates.  So, they were asking for a date.  BapDada smiled 
because even the Father wants this: Now, in order to open the gates, all the children need to have an attitude 
of unlimited disinterest.  This is the key to open the gates.  BapDada continues to say: Become one who has 
unlimited disinterest and as quickly as possible renounce wasting both thoughts and time, that is, become 
one with unlimited disinterest because BapDada has seen that the biggest obstacle is that of body 
consciousness.  To renounce that body consciousness and to be soul conscious while walking and moving 
around is unlimited disinterest. 
 
Everyone says, “My Baba, sweet Baba, Beloved Baba!”  When you say “Mine” from your heart, then the 
body consciousness that comes in the form of “I”…. the Father always says, “The consciousness of “I” that 
you always have, such as “Whatever I am doing…, whatever I say is right”.  One “I” is common -  I am a 
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soul and this is my body.  The other is a subtle “I” – This has already been told, “I did this, I am doing this, I 
am right in myself”  You have to finish this subtle form of “I”.  Body consciousness comes in this form.  So 
today, this subtle form of “I” which sometimes makes you consider the Father’s speciality to be yours and 
you then have the consciousness of “I”: this has to be finished.  Just see, in the memorials that have been 
created; when they make a sacrifice, they don’t actually sacrifice themselves, but what do they sacrifice?  A 
goat.  Why did they choose a goat to sacrifice?  Because a goat always says, “Mai, mai” (I).  The devotees 
have copied you very well.  So, on this day, are you able to make effort and finish this “I” of body 
consciousness?  You have come here on the Father’s birthday, and so you will give a gift, will you not?  The 
Father does not want any other gifts, but this subtle consciousness of “I”.  The Father says: Give this gift to 
the Father on this birthday.  Are you able to give it?  Do you want to give it?  Do you have this courage?  
Raise your hands!  You pleased Baba by raising your hands.  So, by raising your hand, you have given the 
gift.  Would any of you take back something you had given as a gift?  Some children say: Baba, we do not 
want it, but it comes back.  What is the reason?  When you are asked the reason, you give a very good reply.  
You say that you know and you accept it, but what can you do when it comes back?  Just think about it!  If 
something you have given away comes back to you, would you then keep with yourself something that you 
had already given away?  So, if you have given it from your heart, then, even if it does come back, will you 
keep it with you?  What is the reason for that?  You have love for the Father and because of love, whatever 
the Father says, you want to do that - this result comes to Baba, but what happens is that you lack 
determination.  So, use determination!  You do have the thought, but it is one aspect to have a thought and 
another aspect to have a determined thought.  So, again and again, put determination into the thoughts you 
have.  This attention is lacking.  Determination is the key to success.  So, what will you do today?  Will you 
simply have a thought or will you have determined thoughts?  When your thoughts are determined, the sign 
of that is: determination is the key to success.  Because there is something lacking in applying the key, you 
are not able to have total success. 
 
So today BapDada is seeing that it is the birthday of the children and the Father.  So, this is a special day, is 
it not?  Throughout the whole cycle, for the Father and children to have a birthday on the same day is the 
speciality of this birthday.  So, on this day, the Father wishes that every child to put determination into their 
hearts today and create a determined thought to finish having waste thoughts and to finish wasting time.  
You have to check with attention throughout the day, every now and again, whether your time and thoughts 
are being wasted.  BapDada of course looks at everyone’s register.  To save time and thoughts means to 
bring the time of completion close.  Are you ready?  Or, would you even now say “What can I do if they 
come?”  It is the duty of waste to come, but what is your duty?  To welcome the thoughts?  It is because you 
make them sit there that they have made their home there.  They (waste thoughts) have also understood that 
you do not have that determination.  Therefore, on this day of love, what do you all have in your hearts now?  
From amrit vela until now, what repeatedly enters your hearts?  My Baba, my Baba, my Baba!  In the 
Father’s heart too, this is, “My children, My children, My children…!  The majority of you have stayed in 
remembrance of the Father.  There is the impact of this day.  BapDada has noted this.  Because it is a day of 
love, everyone has been repeatedly remembering, “My Baba, My Baba”, for a long time.  Is it like that?  
Raise your hands for this!  It is a matter of today.  Do  you remember “My Baba”?  Did you remember 
anything else?  No.  You are raising your hands in this way.  Very good!  So, repeatedly check yourselves 
every day because every day of the confluence age is the day of the Father’s love.  Today, you remembered 
the Father more because it is a special day.  In the same way, at amrit vela always maintain the awareness of 
how great every day of the confluence age is.  In this short birth, there is the guarantee of attainment for 21 
births.  So, there is so much importance of every day.  There is so much difference between 21 births and 
this one short birth. 
 
So, today, BapDada wants this as a birthday gift from the children.  Will you give this gift?  Will you?  
Raise your hands!  Raise them with determined faith!  Not that you will see about it or that you will do it 
later.  No matter what happens, renunciation means renunciation.  This is not renunciation but fortune.  So, 
if you raised your hand correctly today, then it is a significant day of importance.  On your face, there should 
be the finishing of all waste and the glimpse of constantly being an embodiment of remembrance should be 
visible on your face and in your activity.  These words of Maya, “Why? What? When?, How?”… should 
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finish for only then will your face and activity do service.  At present, there is a greater impact from lectures.  
BapDada is pleased that you give very good lectures, but, day by day, just as you had very good enthusiasm 
for service through lectures and words and you attained success, in the same way, now, according to the 
time, greater service will take place through your faces and activity.  You have to practise this, in the same 
way as you became clever in giving lectures by practicing.  Similarly, now give someone the blessing of 
happiness through your face and activity.  Practice this because you now have very little time.  Maintaining 
the importance of time and thoughts and continue to move forward.  Everything is to happen suddenly.  
Therefore, you do remember your birthday, do you not?  The birthday is going to come, it is going to 
come… for how long did you remember that?  BapDada is going to come, He is going to come, we are to 
meet Him – for how long did you remember that?  Now have this thought: With determination, we have to 
finish having waste thoughts and wasting our time.  Merging, “My Baba, my Baba”, in your heart – to 
simply say this is a different matter, but merge this into your heart, because matters of the heart are never 
forgotten.  You can forget something you have said, but, matters of the heart, whether they are good or bad, 
are never forgotten.  So, today, you gave a gift to BapDada, did you not?  Raise both your hands!  Oh! 
wonderful!  Take a photo of this.  BapDada is not just seeing at your hands, but BapDada is also seeing your 
hearts. 
 
So, you gave a gift for today to yourself as well as to the Father.  If your time and thoughts that were going 
to be wasted are saved, then how would your day be spent?  You will constantly have the fortune of 
happiness and a happy state.  Every day after celebrating a meeting with BapDada at amrit vela bring your 
thoughts into your awareness and, throughout the day, continue to check.  BapDada is not fixing a time but 
you can fix your own time.  Every now and then check: Am I fulfilling the promise that I made to BapDada 
on our birthday?  Check this by yourself.  Everyone wants this.  Today, BapDada was looking at the faces: 
Yes, we do want to do it, we will do it, but then this waste comes, and it makes us forget the promise we 
made to the Father.  So, now finish all waste!  For one minute.  So, now, for one minute become a powerful 
soul and have the thought: I definitely have to finish all waste.  Achcha.   
 
BapDada does not want to leave out even one child from making that child to be equal to Himself.  He has 
love for you.  Look at the sign of love on this day.  Throughout the whole cycle, there isn’t a day like this 
when the birthdays of the Father and the child are on the same day.  The Father has love in His heart for 
every child: My child! God’s child!.  Whatever thought you have, may it be successful.  Let there be power 
in every thought.  Your speaking and doing should be the same.  To say it means it has happened.  Have 
pure thoughts.  Then, waste will automatically finish because the advance party wants a date.  Your senior 
Dadis, your senior brothers, you have love for them.  You remember them so much.  Dadi, Didi, 
Chandermani Dadi….  Continue to take everyone’s names.  You remember all of them.  So, demonstrate 
this practically by doing what they want.  So, what was today’s thought?  Your speaking and doing should 
be the same.  Is that OK?  So, on this day, BapDada is giving all the children everywhere this birthday gift: 
Let your speaking and doing be the same.  BapDada is giving every child the gift of determination on this 
day.  Make an auspicious task successful with determination.   
 
Those who have come for the first time, stand up!  Wave your hands!  BapDada is giving many, many 
congratulations to those who have arrived and come to know Baba; My Baba.  BapDada is pleased that you 
have at least come here before the upheaval that is to take place, and so congratulations for that!  All the 
children who have come - have a determined thought, not an ordinary thought.  Have a determined thought 
that you definitely have to become an intense effort-maker.  Fast, not ordinary!  So, those who are to come 
will come in your kingdom.  Therefore, the time for having ordinary thoughts has now finished.  It is now 
the time and the chance for making intense effort.  At least you have become the chancellors who take a 
chance.  BapDada is pleased to see every child and is telling every child: If you make intense effort, you will 
return with the Father and also remain with Him.  So congratulations, congratulations, congratulations! 
 
It is the turn of UP, Banaras and West Nepal: Those from UP have been fortunate because from the 
beginning of establishment, apart from Delhi and Bombay, Father Brahma and Jagadamba have not been 
anywhere else as much to meet the children.  So, you children are lucky that you have received the love of 
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Father Brahma and Jagadamba by their setting foot on your land.  You have received direct sustenance from 
Father Brahma and Jagadamba and this is why UP is fortunate.  BapDada has seen that you have a speciality 
of service, in that you have opened good service centres.  Many kumaris have received the fortune of 
becoming a teacher and this is why many teachers are engaged in service and have also spread the sound.  
You also know what BapDada wants, and that is: BapDada is telling all the zones to bring heir-quality souls 
in front of the Father.  BapDada is now asking all the zones: How many heir-quality souls are there in every 
zone and in every centre?  Every zone and the double foreigners from every place have to give BapDada a 
list of the heirs in their zones - the time is now coming close, so now intensify the speed of service.  There 
are many regular students in all the zones.  However, heir-quality means those who are co-operative in 
every task with their body, mind, wealth, relationships and connections.  Not just co-operative with your 
own centre, but heirs are those who are loved by the yagya.  An heir doesn’t mean one who is very good in 
serving the centre; no.  An heir means one who has love, who is co-operative and serviceable.  So, send this 
list from every zone.  All of you from Madhuban, look at this list.  Ask for it.  Then BapDada will give you 
the result as to who can be called an heir and what does an heir have to do.  Those from UP who have come 
to play their parts in their turn: you have taken a lot of benefit from this turn.  Every zone takes this benefit 
and those from UP have also taken a good chance.  You have given a chance to many souls, and therefore, 
congratulations, congratulations! 
 
BapDada is giving every child, all of those who are standing here, greetings for the birthday and, together 
with that, also giving you the blessing, “May you be an intense effort-maker!”  Achcha. 
 
1300 double foreigners have come from 95 countries.  Very good.  The decoration of Madhuban has 
reached Madhuban.  Double foreigners have so much love for Madhuban and those of Madhuban also have 
love for the double foreigners.  The double foreigners are the decoration of Madhuban.  All the conferences 
and programmes that you have had, you have all done them very comfortably.  You have had little space, 
that will also be fine in the future.  BapDada is giving this blessing to the double foreigners, the few words 
of Jagadamba: The Father speaks and the children do it.  Always remember this gift of Jagadamba.  
BapDada knows that all of you have love for the murli.  You also have love for the family.  You have love 
for the Father anyway.  Now, each of you has to have this speciality: to be an image of success in imbibing 
everything and in doing every form of service.  Each one should have both these specialities so that 
BapDada can show you as an example in service and put enthusiasm into others.  Make such effort and 
become an example.  In doing this, you have a right to success with your determined thoughts.  Therefore, 
become an example; become an example in being an intense effort-maker.  Everyone is ordinary anyway, 
but you have to become a sample of intense effort.  There are hopes in you.  BapDada saw that the double 
foreigners have the original sanskar of whatever they think, they will definitely do that.  So, now, become 
such a sample for making intense effort, that BapDada can give your example and also put zeal and 
enthusiasm into others.  There are hopes in you.  You can do whatever thought you have.  This is why, on 
this day, BapDada is giving you multi, multi, multimillion-fold congratulations. 
 
BapDada hears about all the things you do.  BapDada is pleased and gives congratulations for reaching the 
atmosphere of Madhuban.  Congratulations.  Congratulations. 
 
(There was a national co-ordinators and centre co-ordinators meeting.  A ceremony of 150 surrendered 
teachers who have been living at the centres for more than 25 years took place.)  Whatever all the 
departments together have finalised with co-operation from the Dadis, Baba is pleased that you have made 
an accurate decision and that you will continue to move forward.  Om shanti.  Your Dadi also makes you say 
“Om shanti” a lot, does she not?  Achcha. 
 
Seeing every child, whether they are sitting at the back or in a corner, BapDada says that each and every 
child has constantly to be an intense effort-maker and make others in your company into intense effort-
makers.  If any soul wants co-operation, give that co-operation from your heart and continue to make them 
into intense effort-makers.  Every child should be an intense effort-maker; not numberwise, but an intense 
effort-maker.  At the very least, those who stay in connection with you and those who come, each place 
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should be a place of intense effort-makers.  Each one should maintain this thought and then BapDada will 
see the result.  BapDada will give a gift to those of the centres who are intense effort-makers – not just 
some, but all companions at that centre.  This is possible, is it not?  Or is it difficult?  No.  At least you can 
make your own place like this.  You can make your centre like this.  BapDada now wishes to see such an 
example.  There is the story of being victorious over attachment.  Whomever they met, they became 
conquerors of attachment.  You enjoy hearing it, do you not?  In the same way, whomever you see, it should 
be a group of those who are intense effort-makers.  Have this aim for, the qualifications will automatically 
develop with the aim.  Every centre should be a centre of those who are jewels of contentment.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada wants from within His heart that not a single child should be left behind.  Everyone should return 
together.  It does not feel good to follow behind; there should be the company and His hand.  You do want to 
return to your home.  It is now the return journey.  For that, just as Father Brahma is an angel, so follow the 
father.  Even whilst in the corporeal form become an angel.  Whomever you look at, you should see angels 
and nothing but angels.  Then the gates will open.  Achcha.  To all the children, love and remembrance for 
remaining constantly fortunate and embodiments of happiness. 
 
Meeting the Dadis: (Dadi Janki said: I will stay with Baba, I will not go to the golden age.)  Father Brahma 
will be with you.  You have to experience the reward of your efforts.  Father Shiva has kept this time for 
you. 
 
(Today, Sister Wajeeha of Kuwait (having left her body this morning) went to the subtle region): She 
was loved by God and therefore also loved by everyone.  It is the luck of her relatives that she forged their 
connection.  She was number one in using everything in a worthwhile way and enabling others to do the 
same.  Achcha. 
 
Today, Baba is also giving love to child Neelu.  Why?  She is looking after Dadi very well.  Of course it is 
the wonder of the chariot, but, together with that, it is this one’s wonder too and this is why you will receive 
everyone’s blessings. 
 
For Dadi Gulzar: Whomever BapDada has made instruments, they are constantly carrying out their work 
as instruments.  She is giving everyone the experience of happiness, peace and power.  This soul has this 
part in the drama; she has a unique part.  Dadiji always used to tell this chariot: You got trapped while 
walking along the path, minding your own business.  Each one’s part is invaluable.  Congratulations, 
congratulations. 
 
(Brijmohanbhai did not come for this meeting but has sent his remembrance.)  Also give him the Father’s 
love and remembrance.  Give him multimillionfold congratulations.  (Rameshbhai told Baba that the 
equipment for the studio has arrived and that recording will start from tomorrow.)  It is good.  Gradually, 
everything will be fine.  You just remain carefree and continue to do everything. 
 
(Today was the inauguration of the new bhandara in Shantivan).  It will happen and everyone will receive 
happiness.  (All the labourers and carpenters have worked very hard.)  Give them love and remembrance.  
BapDada sees everything as He tours around.  Also give them toli.  (Those who prepare Brahma bhojan are 
working very hard.)  There is praise of Brahma bhojan anyway and so those who are instruments to prepare 
Brahma bhojan are special souls.  No matter how much work there is, they are always ready.  Many many 
congratulations for that.  Congratulations.  Congratulations.  Congratulations. 
 
(A birthday gift for all three brothers.)  Congratulations are for all of you to constantly co-operate with 
one another at the time of need and run all the activities easily in such a way that there is no need to work 
hard for anything or have to discuss anything.  Everything should continue to become easy.  It is happening, 
but it needs a little more attention.  Continue to work together.  Giving regard to the ideas of one another, 
continue to finalise them.  Although there will be a difference in your ideas, you have to unite those ideas 
and through this make everyone content and spread contentment. 
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To Hansaben: You have given your life in service, so haven’t you received the fruit of service?  You 
already have congratulations.  To meet BapDada means to give congratulations.  There is no need to say it.  
You are receiving many congratulations in a subtle way because you are looking after that chariot.  This one 
(Neeluben) is looking after this chariot, and you are also looking after that chariot.  So, there is value, is 
there not?  And, you receive congratulations every day.  At amrit vela every day, BapDada gives you 
congratulations.  You are doing very well. 
 
BapDada hoisted the flag for the 76th Trimurti Shiv Jayanti and congratulated everyone. 
 
BapDada’s many, many, many, many multi, multimillion fold congratulations to the children who, with their 
heart, hoist the flag for world service.  Father Shiva is sitting in your heart.  He is the Comforter of Hearts.  
He is the Comforter of Hearts (Dilaram).  So, continue to take congratulations from this Dilaram of the heart 
and so continue to give congratulations in all four directions.  It is for service of the people that flags are 
hoisted everywhere, and so their hearts should become aware of who their Father is.  They don’t recognise 
Him, do they?  So, you are hoisting the flag so that they can recognise Him, but, otherwise, the Father 
Himself is sitting in your hearts.  The memorial of that is here, in the form of the Dilwala Temple.  So, 
multi, multi, multi, multimillion-fold congratulations. 
 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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05/03/12     Avyakt BapDada     05/03/12 
 

Sorrow and peacelessness are increasing everywhere now.  Therefore, reveal your  
world benefactor form.  Increase service through the mind.   

Become double holy (pure) with the colour of the Father’s company. 
 
Today, BapDada is seeing the lines of fortune of each child.  He is seeing the line of the sparkling star on the 
forehead, the line of love and power in the eyes, the line of the smile on the lips and the line of multimillions 
at every step on the feet.  All of you are also happy to see the lines of your fortune, are you not?  In your 
heart, you are singing the song, “Wah my fortune!”  Seeing each one’s forehead sparkling with the divine 
star, BapDada is pleased and is singing the song in His heart: Wah children! wah!  What is the song He is 
hearing from the hearts of the children?  Wah Baba! Wah!  So, children are wah and the Father is also wah!  
So, what does that make this whole gathering?  Wah! wah! wah!  So, seeing your fortune, always remain 
just as happy as you are now.  Only now, at the confluence age, do you receive this fortune.  Every moment 
of the confluence age has great value.  Each moment of the confluence age becomes imperishable because 
every moment is connected with 21 births.  One moment of the present time is connected with 21 births.  So 
check: If one moment is wasted, it is not a matter of just one birth, but it is a matter of 21 births, and this is 
why BapDada draws the attention of you children from time to time: Do not waste a single moment or a 
single thought of the confluence age because it is not that you have wasted one birth, but you have wasted 
21 births.  Remember the importance of the confluence age at every moment. 
 
BapDada gave everyone the homework of not wasting time or thoughts.  So, did all of you do your 
homework?  Those of you who feel that you paid attention and also attained a lot of success, and that you 
reached the qualifications of your aim, raise your hands!  Achcha.  Are the Pandavas raising their hands?  
Raise your hands high.  Now, not everyone has done this work.  If you constantly keep the importance of the 
confluence age in your intellect, that you have received this task from the imperishable Father, and that 
every moment is to become imperishable, it will happen easily because it is the imperishable Father who has 
given you this blessing. 
 
The Father has told you that every Brahmin has a line of multimillions at every step.  Just think: If you have 
a line of multimillions at every step, then of how many multimillions do you have a golden chance at the 
confluence age?  Each one of you has to keep this fortune of yours in your awareness.  Some children 
wonder what BapDada wants.  BapDada wants each child to become a double king: a master of the self at 
the present time and a ruler of the world in the future.  No child should be any less in becoming a double 
king.  Each of you children has a right to double sovereignty, do you not?  Nod your head!  Does every child 
have a right to the double sovereignty?  The Father is then so happy. 
 
BapDada sees the record of every child daily.  What does He see?  Each one of you must know this in your 
heart.  You have become masters of the kingdom, but, at present, you only have self-sovereignty.  Self-
sovereignty means that you are able to keep your mind, intellect and sanskars under your control.  They 
should stay under your control as and when you want.  For instance, the physical limbs, the hands and feet 
stay under your control.  In the same way, you should have ruling power and controlling power over your 
mind, intellect and sanskars.  At present, it is visible that many are numberwise in this.   These too are mine.  
I am not the mind, it is “mine”; the sanskars are “mine”; the intellect is “mine”.  Therefore, the controlling 
power and ruling power are numberwise.  From time to time, BapDada continues to warn you of the time.  
According to this time, the self-respect of each one of you is that of a world-benefactor.  Now, according to 
the time, it is time for each one of you children to reveal your world benefactor form.  Sorrow and 
peacelessness are increasing everywhere.  Your brothers, your sisters, your family, are all experiencing 
sorrow, so do you not feel mercy for your family? 
 
BapDada is now giving this signal: Together with self-service, also do world service in the same way that 
you are doing service through words very well with a lot of splendour at present.  BapDada is pleased.  The 
75th Platinum Jubilee has brought about a lot of enthusiasm for service in the minds of the majority of you.  
Seeing this BapDada is pleased, but service through the mind is now also needed because you have to 
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become world benefactors in all ways.  Service through thoughts, words and deeds, that is, through your 
face and activity - all three types of service is now necessary.  Check daily: What percentage of service did 
you do with all three types of service?  BapDada has already given you a certificate for serving through 
words, but now, through the subtle vibrations of the mind, you have to become a support for souls in their 
sorrow and peacelessness.  Do you not feel mercy?  BapDada feels mercy for the children, because no 
matter what they are like, they are still children.  So, every child now has to become, not just a benefactor of 
the centre, or a benefactor of the zone, but a world benefactor.  BapDada is now drawing your attention: 
Become a benefactor for your devotees because this confluence age is very important.  Now, at the 
confluence age, you can receive as much co-operation as you want from the Father.  So, did you hear what 
you have to do now?  Increase service through the mind.  According to your own duties, just as you have 
fixed the times for traffic control, in the same way, each one of you should also fix a time for doing service 
through the mind.  When sorrow increases, everyone’s attention at that time will be on that upheaval, but it 
is now time for serving through the mind and this is why all of you children have to make your world-
benefactor form emerge.  Benefit for the self is automatically and easily included in world benefit because 
waste will come if your mind is free.  However, if your mind is busy, waste will then easily finish.  So, when 
BapDada tours around everywhere in this land and abroad and sees the children who do not have 
knowledge, He feels mercy and this is why all of you now have to become removers of sorrow and 
bestowers of happiness. 
 
Today, all of you have come to celebrate Holi.  Your Holi is so different from the Holi of the people of the 
world.  However, BapDada has told you earlier too that your devotees are clever in copying whatever you 
have done, because all of these rituals have been created by souls who have come from the copper age.  It 
was their first birth and that was why their intellects were also satopradhan.  It is the law that everything is at 
first satopradhan and then goes through the stages of rajo and tamo.  So, at that time, in their own way, their 
intellects were sato and that was why they copied your every speciality.  You constantly stay in happiness 
with enthusiasm and so they began to celebrate that as a festival.  You were told on Shiv Ratri how they are 
very clever in copying.  In the same way, now, at the confluence age, you have constant enthusiasm and so 
they have created a memorial of your enthusiasm in the form of a festival of enthusiasm.  So, what do they 
do at Holi?  You too have coloured your lives, but what is your colour?  The colour that all of you have is 
that of the Father’s company.  You stay in the colour of the Father’s company all the time, do you not?  So, 
they have also created colour, but, because they are body conscious, they have taken the colour to be 
physical.  However, all of you constantly stay in this colour at this benevolent confluence age.  You remain 
coloured with the company, do you not?  You have coloured yourselves, have you not?  You have been 
coloured by the colour of the company; in English, holy is said to be purity.  So, you become holy, that is, 
pure in the colour of the company.  You have become pure, have you not?  All of you are observing the vow 
of purity, are you not?  Is this firm?  You may be numberwise, but to be a Brahmin means to make a vow of 
purity because the Father is ever pure.  He is the form of purity.  He does not have to become that.  His form 
is that of purity.  So, do you know what the speciality of Holi is?  You become pure but, in the colour of the 
company, you become double pure.  Founders of religions and great souls become pure, but they only make 
their souls pure.  You become pure with body and mind in the future.  From the beginning, all those who 
have come from the copper age can make effort to become pure, but no one has become double pure: pure 
body and pure soul.  When you have a right to the kingdom in the future, then both the soul and the body 
will be pure.  Go around the whole cycle.  Those who have come from the copper age – from the copper age 
till now, has anyone become double pure?  So, how did you become double pure and so great?  What colour 
are you coloured with?  You are coloured with the colour of God’s company.  So, just as the Supreme Soul 
is pure, so you also remain double pure for 21 births.  Even the founders of religions who came are not 
double pure.  This is your fortune because you stay in God’s company.  You stay in the colour of the 
company so strongly that you become double pure.  Another meaning of Holi is “ho li” (it has happened).  It 
has happened, the past is the past; it is the past.  Do you know how to let the past be the past?  Whatever has 
happened has happened.  What is the meaning of the words “ho li”?  The past is the past.  Through that, you 
remain double holy for 21 births, not just for one birth because every second of the confluence age has a 
connection with 21 births.  If you use one second or one minute in a worthwhile way here, then your 21 
births will be worthwhile.  That is a guarantee.  So, did you celebrate such a Holi?  Do you know how to let 
the past be the past?  Whatever has happened in the past has happened.  So, what is the third thing that they 
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do?  First, they burn and then they celebrate.  So what did you do?  With the fire of yoga, you burnt your 
weaknesses and sanskars, which had been wrong sanskars for many births, did you not?  Have you already 
burnt them or are you still burning them?  Have you burnt them?  Those of you who think that you have 
burnt your sanskars with the fire of yoga and that they are now burnt, raise your hands!  Have they been 
burnt or do they still come back?  Do they come back a little?  When you send your chart to BapDada, you 
say that the majority of them are gone.  You are clever in saying this.  You say that the majority have 
finished, but that they sometimes emerge a little.  However, to burn means to burn, because after something 
is burnt, no name or trace of it remains.  After something is killed, there is still the memorial in the form of 
the body that is visible, but, after it is burnt, it is completely finished.  For instance, look at Ravan, he was 
not just killed, but also burnt so that all name and trace was completely finished.  So, all of you should also 
note down whether you have just killed your sanskars or whether you have burnt them.  Have you burnt 
them?  If you have not burnt your old sanskars, they will emerge every now and again.   However, the 
devotees have copied everything.  You burnt them and so they also burn everything and then celebrate.  
They do not celebrate anything without first burning it.  You have become holy by burning your sanskars.  
Some are becoming that and some have already become that.  So, did you celebrate Holi?  That of the colour 
of the Father’s company.  You are now sitting in His company and so you celebrated the Holi of the colour 
of His company, did you not?  Did you celebrate it?  Raise your hands!  You celebrated it.  To celebrate Holi 
means to become holy, to become pure.  As is the Father, so are the children.  If, for instance, a sanskar that 
is not burnt emerges again, would you like it?  You have the thought that, you definitely have to burn it with 
intense effort.  You do not just have to kill it.  In some cases, you have just killed that sanskar, and that 
which is killed sometimes takes new life.  However, if you burn it, it will never emerge again. 
 
So, today, are you going to burn them or is it fine just to kill them?  Do you have the power to burn them?  
Do you have this power?  Can you have this thought?  Some say that they have heart-to-heart conversations 
with BapDada.  They have very sweet heart-to-heart conversations.  They say: Baba, I tried a lot, but they 
emerge again.  I don’t want them to, but they emerge again.  Do you know what the reason is for this?  You 
burn them, and  BapDada sees this.  You make a lot of effort, but, together with that effort, you also need to 
have determined thoughts.  Determination is the key to success.  Whatever determined thought you have, 
“determined” means that it does not come back again.  Then, you know - you speak of very sweet things.  
Do you know what you say when they come again?  All of you have this heart-to-heart conversation, do you 
not?  You have a very sweet heart-to-heart conversation.  You say: I don’t want it to come, but it comes.  So, 
this means that you don’t have that much power or determination.  Become one who has determined 
thoughts: I have to do this.  Then check daily that determined thought and see what the reason is for 
weakness in that determination, and continue to pay special attention to that circumstance so that it does not 
emerge again.  Sit on the seat of a master almighty authority and have a thought to finish that sanskar and 
then finish it!  Some children say that they sometimes experience a particular power not coming at the time 
when they want it.  They do have the powers, but sometimes, when they want to make a particular power 
emerge at a certain time, it doesn’t come.  You are master almighty authorities.  What is your title?   Master 
almighty authorities.  And, what do you say?  That that power does not appear at that time.  What is the 
reason for that?  You are not seated on the seat of a master almighty authority, one with all powers.  Even 
now, if you go to the office, you have to obey those who issue orders with that authority, do you not?  
Would you obey someone else who might give you those orders?  Your seat is that of a master almighty 
authority.  When you are not seated on that seat, then, even if you invoke a power, it will not come at that 
time.  For this, BapDada has repeatedly told you to keep your mind busy.  Throughout the day, make one 
power emerge and then sometimes make another power emerge and see what its strength is.  If you continue 
to experience this and remain seated on your seat, the powers will then always be present in front of you.  
They are your powers, are they not?  So, did you celebrate Holi?  You always continue to celebrate Holi.  
You always colour yourself with the colour of the Father’s company.  You are coloured with that colour, are 
you not?  Achcha. 
 
If someone has not yet done the homework that BapDada has given, then BapDada is giving one extra week.  
The date that has already been given still stands, but you are now being given one extra week in which to 
definitely complete the homework.  Is it possible?  Is it possible?  Raise your hands!  Since you have raised 
your hands, you will have to do it.  You raise your hands so well that BapDada is pleased, but you also have 
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to do it because you can now see the speed of time.  BapDada has been giving you the warning of 
“suddenly” for a long time.  This is why BapDada is now giving each of you children this self-respect: Each 
child has to become a special soul with this determined thought.  You have a thought and it happens: this is 
known as a determined thought.  Some of you say that you had a determined thought, but determination 
means success.  If you do not have success, it cannot be said to be determination.  So, now, may you have 
determination!  Bring this special self-respect into your awareness every day at amrit vela and continue to 
move forward with this method.  Now, two turns still remain and so what will you do in these two turns?  
What will you do?  Speak!  Those sitting in the front row, speak!  What will you do?  You definitely do have 
to do it; not that you will do it at some point, but you do have to do it.  To belong to the Father over a long 
period of time brings attainment over a long period of time.  The time of the confluence age is very lovely.  
A second is not just a second, but one second has the attainment of a year.  This is why BapDada continues 
to say that not a single second should go to waste.  Not a single thought should go to waste.  Become 
powerful and make others powerful.  Is this all right?  Is this OK, teachers?  Teachers are nodding. 
 
BapDada has a lot of love for the teachers.  He has love for everyone, but the teachers are responsible.  Who 
is going to fulfil BapDada’s desires?  Who?  You should say, “We teachers”.  Raise your hands!  Look, 
there are so many teachers!  Wonderful!  Achcha.  You have also celebrated Holi, so what do we do now? 
 
It is the turn of Rajasthan to serve: (There were 4000 from Rajasthan.)  It is not small, Rajasthan is big.  
You can say that Rajasthan is a room of Abu (being the headquarters).  Abu is big and so its room would 
also be big.  BapDada is pleased with Rajasthan because those who have emerged there from their childhood 
are immortal.  They are immortal in service.  Not with their bodies, but in service.  Heir-quality souls had 
emerged from Rajasthan in the beginning and so it was easy for BapDada to give the example of heir-quality 
souls; and, just as Gujarat is close, so, Rajasthan is a big room of Abu.  What do you say whenever you are 
called?  Present!  Present my Lord!  BapDada is seeing the speciality of every zone and the system that you 
have created is very good.   Who created it?  Munni (Dadiji created it).  Dadi was Dadi.  The speciality of all 
the maharathis who have departed is that they become present at amrit vela; they have not renounced their 
meeting of amrit vela.  They were very firm in their discipline here with themselves and for others too.  They 
didn’t just tell others, but they themselves observed that discipline and put zeal and enthusiasm into 
everyone.  This system is very good.  All of you like it, do you not?  You have a chance.  Those who have 
come for the first time from Rajasthan, raise your hands!  Those who have come from Rajasthan to 
Madhuban for the first time, raise your hands!  You have a good chance.  There are so many from 
Rajasthan.  Generally, you have to come according to the list, but you now have freedom.  Servers also 
receive a chance and so should BapDada congratulate Dadi or all of you?  Dadi created the system and you 
are putting it into a practical form.  Therefore, congratulations to you too.  Achcha. 
 
Now, Rajasthan has to perform one wonder.  You have to bring first-number, heir-quality souls in front of 
Baba.  BapDada has seen that all the Wings have given a list of their contacts.  They are co-operative, but 
what are they going to do in the future?  Make those who are co-operative have love for the yagya.  When 
they have love for the yagya, they will all be co-operative in every task of the yagya.  You have written very 
good lists.  The majority of you have continued to give a list from time to time.  The majority of the lists are 
good, and, even today, Baba received two lists.  However, now make them loving, that is, make them have 
the firm faith in the intellect that they belong to this yagya.  They are co-operative and they would say that 
they are co-operative.  However, those who are loving would love the tasks and disciplines of the yagya.  
Those of the wings have performed very good tasks.  BapDada also gave congratulations to those of the 
wings.  Rajasthan means those who become kings and make others into kings; not those who make subjects, 
but those who make kings.  It is Rajasthan, and so Rajasthan will perform wonders, will it not? 
 
Two Wings have come - Medical and Transport Wings: Congratulations!  BapDada has seen that all the 
wings that have been created are doing very good work in their own fields.  Both the Wings have sent their 
own lists.  BapDada saw the list and is congratulating you on the basis that good souls have come into 
connection and relationship.  However, according to the time, BapDada has also said today that although 
they are co-operative, you must now make them loving to the yagya.  Make them into heir-quality souls.  
Baba has received a list and that is good.  However, BapDada told you earlier, that each zone should bring 
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all the co-operative and loving souls together from different places in your own zones.  Bring them together 
for three days so that they can stay there, have meetings and also make programmes for the future.  Bring 
together all the co-operative souls from each zone to a main place for all the zones.  Have a meeting and fill 
them with special power to move forward.  Congratulate them for whatever they have done so far and give 
them a plan to move forward because you also have to tell them the method to move forward.  So, all the 
zones should bring together souls from all the wings to a special place and we shall then see how many come 
to that gathering and what they will want to do in future.  If you bring them into contact in this way, they 
will become heirs.  BapDada also saw the result of the two wings that are standing here and it is good.  This 
is why BapDada is congratulating both wings. 
 
BapDada has also told you earlier that delicate times are now about to come.  So, now, at the very least, 
make those who are in contact with you have love for the yagya.  Baba also heard news about the doctors.  
You are doing well.  However, now, doctors have to make doctors who are in contact into loving and co-
operative souls.  You have made a good plan.  BapDada has heard about it and expansion can take place 
through it; your name can spread through it.  Those of the other Wings who have also made VIPs emerge 
from everywhere have proved that you have maintained good connections.  Now bring those who are just in 
connection into relationship; they should not be left out.  It should not be that the time for completion comes 
and the co-operative souls just remain co-operative.  Therefore, bring them into a relationship now; bring 
them into a close relationship.  BapDada has seen that, from the time the wings were created, service has 
spread everywhere very well.  You have made good facilities.  However, BapDada is now telling those of all 
zones to intensify the method of creating heirs.  Otherwise, you will receive complaints that they just 
remained co-operative.  Definitely make a plan now and it is then whatever is in each one’s fortune.  Many 
more can emerge.  BapDada saw the list that everyone gives at their own time.  So, according to the list, 
they are close and some can emerge from them.  So now, try this.  Achcha. 
 
(The medical Wing is celebrating its Silver Jubilee and eight service groups have been created within that.)  
It is good that you have created that.  Continue to move forward.  Achcha. 
 
1000 double foreigners have come from 65 countries: Look everyone!  Seeing all of you, everyone is so 
happy.  The Father has found all of you from the corners of 65 countries.  All of you are also happy and 
intoxicated that the Father found you, are you not?  BapDada saw this time that those who have become 
instruments have done very, very, very good service as instruments.  BapDada is not mentioning each one’s 
name but those who have become instruments have brought about such enthusiasm in everyone’s heart for 
success in service so that when they go back to their own places, they will refresh their own places in the 
same way.  BapDada is giving many, many congratulations to all those who have become instruments for 
service.  You have created good systems and child Janak has also filled everyone’s heart with extra zeal and 
enthusiasm.  Each one’s face is showing that whatever power you have accumulated, that is visible on your 
face.  Everyone’s face is visible as very happy.  The result of the service that has taken place, by Bharat and 
the foreign lands working together, is also good.  Those from Bharat will inspire those from abroad and 
those from abroad will inspire those from Bharat.  By working together, you have enthusiasm in yourself.  
Those who hear about this also have the enthusiasm: they have the feeling that people abroad are doing so 
much whereas they are not doing even that much while being in Bharat.  And, when people from Bharat go 
abroad, they also feel that while living here (in Bharat) they have not made this their own; so they have 
enthusiasm and continue to move forward.  BapDada has seen that the plan that you have made together of 
three to four big programmes makes a difference in the atmosphere because all types of people come.  When 
they see the Christians, Muslims and those of other religions together, they feel that the world truly can 
become united and become one.  This is why BapDada likes the training you give.  BapDada is giving 
special congratulations to those who have made the effort.  Now, those from abroad also have to bring heir-
quality souls because it is now the time of everything happening suddenly.  However many souls you can 
benefit, and however much you can do, continue to do that because you will not have time later.  Now, you 
have the time and so they can at least see the Father’s home and take the Father’s introduction.  You do feel 
mercy for them, do you not?  You are doing very well, but BapDada is now remembering one thing.  In the 
beginning, when you used to bring a VIP to Bharat, your name would appear in the newspapers and the 
media people used to come to you with interest.  The Government also had to provide for them and so they 
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were also impressed, but that has not happened for some time now.  Congratulations to all of you who have 
come, and it is good that you become companions in the programmes.  Now, bring them (VIPs) so that the 
ears of the Government open, just as they now see that it is our 75th Platinum Jubilee, this Jubilee has really 
awakened those from Bharat very well.  Initially, they used to think: We don’t know what the Brahma 
Kumaris are doing.  Now, it is emerging from their lips that it is a wonder that the Brahma Kumaris are 
celebrating their 75th year, and, the other wonder they speak of is that the instruments here are sisters and it 
is the sisters who have done so much work.  So, they are amazed by this and have the desire to come close.  
They want to come and meet you and listen to you and, because of this Jubilee, they understand everywhere 
that by understanding your main subject - “You are a soul” – they can all become united.  So, just as this 
Jubilee has performed wonders, similarly, continue to do that more.  BapDada is also congratulating the 
media, the TV and radio that has helped make the message reach everyone.  While sitting at home, everyone 
can watch this.  Otherwise, they used to make excuses and would say that, although they want to, they don’t 
have the time, whereas now, while sitting at home, they are able to watch it and slowly continue to awaken 
through that.  So, whatever you are doing is good and will continue to be good.  Congratulations for that. 
 
BapDada saw that there is enthusiasm for service awakening in everyone: We also want to do this, we also 
want to do this.  They have this enthusiasm.  So, now that there is enthusiasm, where there is this zeal and 
enthusiasm, there is definitely also success.  This is why all of you who are sitting here in person and those 
who are watching and listening everywhere, BapDada is giving lots and lots of love from His heart to all the 
children and also congratulating them for constantly staying with Him in His heart. 
 
Now, your hearts are attached to stay here in Abu.  It is good.  Seeing those from abroad, the family is also 
happy, and how have all of you come from 65 countries?  You have come in the plane of love, have you 
not? 
 
Many have come for the first time: Double congratulations to those who have come for the first time.  
Why?  Why are you being given double congratulations?  Because you have created your fortune before the 
cries of distress of time.  Instead of saying, “O God, O God”, you have at least said, “My Baba!” and this is 
why BapDada is pleased to see those who have come.  The children have come, they have come, they have 
come.  Look, half the class is of those who have come for the first time.  You will now have to make intense 
effort.  Do not just become an effort-maker, but become an intense effort-maker.  Even now, if you make 
intense effort, you can move forward.  There is a margin for making intense effort.  The time for making 
ordinary effort has now gone and BapDada tours around and sees all the children who are to come, whether 
they are moving forward or moving forward very slowly.  BapDada tours around everywhere.  You cannot 
go everywhere, but BapDada tours around every day.  Those who have gone into the advance party also tour 
around with BapDada.  Seeing all of you, they are pleased that their brothers or sisters have come.  
Therefore, continue to move forward.  Congratulations to you from the whole family.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is specially congratulating those from Madhuban for one special thing.  What is that?  Until 
now, everyone has done service very well with a lot of love.  No matter how big the family is that comes, 
those from Madhuban become instruments for service.  All zones become co-operative, but nevertheless, 
they cannot do anything without the help of those who stay here permanently.  This is why, each resident of 
Madhuban, whether you are staying down below, or up the top, in the hospital, whoever gives their co-
operation and is giving it tirelessly, BapDada is giving love and remembrance to each child personally by 
name.  Achcha.  Those from Madhuban, stand up - Those who are sitting here, stand up!  Special 
congratulations to you.  Achcha. 
 
To the holiest children everywhere who say “My Baba, my Baba” at every step and are flying, to those who 
are moving forward with their intense effort and continue to make others move forward, to the jewels of 
light merged in BapDada’s heart, Baba is giving lots, lots, lots and lots of love from the heart.  Together 
with this, Baba is also giving congratulations for Holi, because you are the ones who are holy –  in fact no 
one else becomes double holy.  Only you become double holy; therefore, multimillion times congratulations, 
congratulations. 
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To Dadi Janki: You have very good love for the family.  All are very happy.  When you do something with 
your heart, there is happiness.  You are doing everything tirelessly.  Continue to move in that way.  
BapDada gives sakaash to every child.  He is making every child move and the children whom BapDada is 
making move also give a response.  They give a good response. 
 
To Mohiniben: You are fine.  You know how to look after yourself.  You may not have much strength 
healthwise, however you are moving along slowly, little by little.  You are doing that well and everything 
will be fine.  Do not think that it will not work.  It will.  BapDada is pleased that you now know the method.  
(A service programme was made but I was unable to go.)  That is because you were touring before that too.  
Before you make any programme, take a rest and then make a programme to go anywhere.  You have now 
understood yourself.  You will do service, it is not that you won’t.  Whenever you have to go, take a rest for 
15 days prior to going.  You have to go, but prepare yourself.  Do not do anything extra.  Continue to move 
along according to the directions.  You will do well.  You will be able to go. 
 
To Neeluben: (Neeluben will be going to hospital) You have remained courageous and you also have that 
power.  You have power, do you not?  BapDada has given it and you have also accumulated it by yourself.  
With that power, nothing is a big deal.  It will be as though nothing has happened.  It is not anything 
difficult.  You will receive the fruit of your service.  It is good. 
 
To Par Dadi: This one is “Wah! Wah!” is she not?  Look, now take a photo!  Does she look ill?  
Congratulations for your birthday.  It is a wonder that her face always looks like there is nothing wrong.  
Your face is beautiful.  You say that He is your double Father and so you have double blessings. 
 
Nirwairbhai, Brijmohanbhai and Rameshbhai:  (Nirwairbhai gave remembrances of those from Cuttack) 
Give love and remembrance to everyone.  Everyone has enthusiasm.  It is good.  The sound spreads, does it 
not?  (The Maharaja of Puri wants to come to Madhuban.)  Now, they will come, many will come. 
 
Do all of you three discuss everything together?  First of all, discuss it among yourselves and then tell the 
Dadis.  First of all, discuss it among yourselves.  You do this well, just as you have done today.  First of all, 
discuss it among yourselves and then relate it to them (Dadis) together.  You are doing well.   
 
To Rameshbhai: Is your health OK?  Look after your health.  Do not become slack with it.  Always think 
that you are walking with Baba.  I am working with Baba, I am not alone.  (He gave remembrance of 
Anilaben, (Rameshbhai’s sister), who is in hospital.)  She is a little unwell. 
 
 (We are going to increase the work on the land at Sonipat.)  It is good.  At least service should begin in that 
direction.  Make a programme.  It is good that service is expanding. 
 
To Bhupalbhai: Be a detached observer and continue to do all the work of the yagya as an instrument.  You 
have Baba’s company, anyway.  No one can do it alone.  The Father is with you.  It is good. 
 
The sisters who look after Mohiniben: Baba knows.  See, whatever service you do, it is service given to 
you by Baba.  The Father has given that service.  So, the Father first and then service.  It is good. 
 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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Imbibe the power of contentment in your face and activity and become 
the same as Father Brahma.  Remain constantly happy and share happiness. 

 
Today, BapDada is seeing His children, the jewels of contentment, who are in front of Him and also those 
who are in distant places.  Each child, sparkling with his power of contentment, is smiling and celebrating 
a meeting.  This power of contentment is the greatest power of all and this is why there are all attainments 
within it.  The jewels of contentment who imbibe the power of contentment are loved by the self, loved by 
the Father and also loved by the family because, where there is contentment, all the powers are merged in 
that contentment.  The atmosphere of the power of contentment spreads everywhere.  Souls who are jewels 
of contentment can never be defeated by Maya; Maya herself is defeated.  Souls who are jewels of 
contentment can make everyone’s heart belong to them.  Jewels of contentment souls experience the 
different forms of upheaval of Maya and matter as though they are watching a cartoon show.  So, does 
each of you children experience yourself to be full of the power of contentment in this way?  Ask yourself: 
Am I a jewel of contentment?  Some children say that they are this sometimes; not all the time, but 
sometimes.  BapDada does not like this word “sometimes”.  BapDada constantly gives love, remembrance,
and happiness to each and every child.  So, BapDada does not like this word “sometimes” – “always” 
happy. BapDada wants to know if you can transform this word “sometimes”.  The word “sometimes” does 
not even exist in the dictionary of Brahmins, only “always”.  So, today children, you who love the Father 
and have become free from the influence of Maya, can you finish this word “sometimes”?  Can you finish 
it?  BapDada has been telling you for a long time that any type of upheaval is to come suddenly.  In order 
to prepare for that, if you still now have the sanskar of “sometimes”, would you be able to claim a right to 
the fortune of the kingdom for all time?  You all have love for Father Brahma in your hearts.  You have 
promised Father Brahma: We are together, we will return together and we will rule together.  This is a firm 
promise, is it not?  Nod your heads!  Is it firm? How firm is it?  Did Father Brahma ever use the word 
“sometimes”?  He always gave all of you love at amrit vela, and, together with the Father, always spoke of 
matters of knowledge, matters of love and matters of zeal and enthusiasm.  If Baba were to ask you to raise 
your hands if you have love for BapDada, all of you would raise both your hands.  Isn’t that right?  Are 
you sure?  When you love someone, you also have love for every word that the loved one speaks.  Father 
Brahma never said to Father Shiva that it happens only sometimes.  He always followed the Father and 
also made you follow Him because Father Brahma has deep love in his heart for you children.  Therefore, 
what is your name?  Brahma Kumari, your name is not Shiva Kumari.  To have love for Father Brahma 
means that whatever Father Brahma says, the Brahma Kumaris follow.  Love means surrender.  So, what 
will you surrender to?  To His directions.  Whatever He (Shiva Baba) said, he (Brahma Baba) did, because 
Father Shiva is also with Father Brahma.  He is not alone.  You say, “Bap Dada, Bap Dada”, do you not? 
 
Today, BapDada wants every child to finish saying the word “sometimes”.  All of you children are the 
Father’s companions.  You do love Him, do you not?  Out of love you also surrender yourselves to Him, 
and here, it is just a matter of surrendering this word because BapDada wants to make every child a 
victorious jewel of the rosary.  Do you consider yourselves to be beads of the rosary?  Do you consider 
yourselves to be victorious?  Some children say that the number of Brahmins is huge and that the rosary is 
only of 108 and so only 108 can become part of it.  Do not think that it is a rosary of 108.  If you become 
complete and victorious, BapDada will add more strings in the middle.  However, you do have to become 
victorious.  Some children think: I don’t know whether I will receive a number or not.  If you become 
complete, the Father will give you a number because the Father has love for every child.  You were told 
earlier that even if it is the last child, the Father has love for him too, because even if that child is 
influenced by his sanskars, he has recognized the Father and said “My Baba”.  There are people in the 
world with such high positions who have not recognized the Father, but that child has recognized Him. 
Even if he is influenced by some weakness, he has at least recognized the Father.  At least he says “My 
Baba” with love and this is why, Baba had also told you earlier that, the Father not only loves even the last
number child, but that He also has a vision of benevolence, an attitude of benevolence for that child to 
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continue to move forward.  Today, BapDada is telling you clearly: Do not think about other things: “How 
will these happen?  What will happen?”  Simply make yourself into a worthy soul.  Make yourself a karma 
yogi soul.  The Father will give every child who makes himself worthy the blessing of all attainments and 
make him move forward; He will not keep that child behind. 
 
Today, at amrit vela, BapDada went on a tour everywhere, in this land and abroad.  Generally too, when 
BapDada tours around you were told earlier, your special ancestor Dadis also go on the tour with Baba. 
So, what did Baba see while touring around?  You know that too.  You have very good thoughts: We will 
definitely do this, we will definitely become this.  We will move along holding on to Your hand with our 
hand.  So, what is the hand?  Father Shiva does not even have an angelic form, so what hand is it?  It is the 
hand of shrimat.  Abroad, they have the fashion of walking hand in hand.  So, here, the hand is of shrimat, 
and so all of you are those who move along with your hands in His hand, are you not?  Do you have that 
power?  Father Brahma took every step according to shrimat and demonstrated that to all of you.  He is the 
example of what you have to do and how you have to do it.  He was the example in the corporeal form. 
Let alone the Incorporeal, but Father Brahma was your companion in the corporeal form.  Just as Father 
Brahma gave his hand to the Father’s hand of shrimat and became an angel, so, you are following the 
father in the same way, are you not?  You remember to follow the father, do you not?  So, what do you 
have to follow him in?  He showed you everything very clearly.  All of you know Father Brahma’s face 
and his activities, do you not?  You can make Father Brahma emerge with your intellect, can you not? 
Whatever the timetable was, Father Brahma did that.  While in the physical body, he experienced 
everything here in the corporeal.  All of you know Father Brahma’s character.  So follow the father.  Every 
step of Father Brahma’s has been revised by you to make it firm.  You have read about his eight steps, of 
what he did, have you not?  You simply have to follow him, that’s all.  To follow means to become equal 
to Father Brahma.  So just think: You have love for the Father, you have love for both Fathers.  You were 
told earlier too, what it means to have love.  The practical form of love is that Father Brahma says and the 
children do exactly the same as the Father.  This is the love of a true heart.  What do some children do? 
They think that they have to do the same as Father Brahma, but they first do it and then think about it.  So, 
they did not do the same as Father Brahma.  But you did whatever you did.  If you are going to follow, 
then first think.  Think before you have a thought: Is this the Father’s thought?  If it is, then do it 
practically.  Do not think about it after doing it.  First think about it and then follow.  To follow Father 
Brahma means to become equal to Father Brahma.  Do you have this courage?  Do you have the courage 
to follow Him?  Those who think that you are going to do it, raise your hands!  First think and then do.  Do 
not do and then think. 
 
Today, BapDada specially wants to see every child have the power of contentment the same as Father 
Brahma.  All other powers will come with this one power of contentment.  So, today, BapDada’s special 
blessing is: May you have the power of contentment!  No matter what happens never let go of your 
contentment.  Some children say when they have their heart-to-heart conversations: It is easy to become 
content, but difficult to make others content.  When someone is doing something and you know that that is 
not right, why do you keep it in your heart?  This one is doing this.  That one is doing that.  This one’s 
nature is like this, that one’s is like that.  Do not keep this in your heart because you have made the Father 
sit in your heart.  You have seated Him in your heart, have you not?  Nod your head.  Have you sat Him 
there?  Are you sure?  Or do you also remove Him and then sit Him there?  If you have sat Him there, and 
then you have also kept these things in your heart, then together with the Father, you would have also kept 
these things in your heart.  So, do not keep these things in your heart.  BapDada has told you this method 
earlier too, that you must always have good wishes and pure feelings for such souls and use your good 
wishes.  And in any case, you understand that what that one is doing is not good, and so it is bad.  If 
someone gives you something bad, will you take it?  Since it is something bad, then why should you keep 
it in your intellect or in your heart?  Why did you take something that was bad?  While keeping your 
Father in your heart in this way, you will become equal to the Father.  This is your promise, is it not?  You 
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are going to become equal to the Father, are you not?  You are definitely going to become this, are you 
not?  Or do you have doubts: I don’t know whether I will become equal or not?  You do not think in this 
way, do you?  To have love means to follow the Father.  BapDada now wishes to see each child filled with 
good wishes and pure feelings. 
 
Will the teachers become this?  BapDada has special love for the teachers.  Why does He love you? 
Because you have maintained the courage to sit on the Father’s gaddi.  So, teachers you have courage, do 
you not?  The Father wants from each teacher, the future to be seen through your features.    BapDada is 
speaking to the instrument teachers, but all of you are companions too, are you not?  75 years ago in the 
boarding school, BapDada had given these teachings to the little children – happy and fortunate.  Each 
one’s face should be like that.  Even now BapDada wants each child’s face to be seen as that of a soul who 
has happiness and is fortunate.  You have done a lot of service through words and you have done it well 
and you have the certificate of that, but now, move forward in service through your face and your activity. 
When a poor person wins a lottery, his face and activity speaks!  Seeing his face, everyone feels that today 
he has received something special.  In the same way, seeing your face and activity, they should believe 
that you have attained something special. 
 
What does BapDada want today?  Become equal to Father Brahma.  Follow Father because, when one 
sees the condition of the time and how upheaval is coming, and it will come and this is why BapDada 
wants to give each child the teachings: Always remain happy and share happiness.  The more happiness 
you share, the more your happiness will increase.  Seeing you happy, others will at least become happy for 
five minutes.  If unhappy souls become happy for five minutes when they see you, they would then love 
that very much.  Today, BapDada is specially drawing your attention so that each child imbibes the power 
of contentment in his face and activity and makes others imbibe it also.  Achcha. 
 
All those who have come for the first time today, stand up!  Look, you can see them.  Half the class is of 
those who have come for the first time.  Raise your hands!  Look at all their hands!  Your new brothers 
and sisters!  Look, how many have become your companions!  Congratulations!  Many, many 
congratulations!  You have all reached here.  You have all reached here to meet BapDada.  What are you 
going to do next? Follow Father Brahma.  BapDada is also pleased to see you all.  Wah the children have 
come!  The whole family is happy: Our brothers and sisters have come, they have come, they have come! 
Now, follow Father Brahma.  Whenever something happens, when you have a question or any problem, 
after all, it is a world of problems, then instantly find a solution for it from your teacher:  Do not wait for 
two days and then say this problem is still there.  You have come very late, haven’t you? And, you want to 
go ahead, don’t you? Do you want to stay behind? No.  You want to go ahead, then to go ahead, just do 
this one thing: Do not keep any wasteful matter in your heart.  For this, after meeting the Father at amrit 
vela, first, you have to do amrit vela, and after that, BapDada has taught you many drills, keep doing one 
drill or another during the busy routine of your whole day.  BapDada is speaking to everyone.  Take time 
out every now and again – whether you are old or new, everyone definitely has to perform the drill to 
become bodiless instantly because in the times to come, you will have to become bodiless in a second.  So, 
perform this drill.  Some say that they don’t have time.  No matter how busy someone is, if you are thirsty 
for water then will you not get up to get some water?  You consider that essential and so you will get up to 
get water.  So definitely practice this drill for a minute to become bodiless.  At that time you will not be
able to practice it.  Some think that they will do it when the time comes.  However, no; this practice of 
body consciousness for birth after birth will not allow you to become bodiless at that time.  Therefore, take 
some time out from now on.  Whatever time you are able to fix for this during the whole day, fix that from 
time to time for a second: I am a bodiless soul.  Become stable in the form of a soul.  Body consciousness
should not pull you towards itself.  Everyone has to practice this – whether old or new because BapDada 
has been telling you this for some time.  However, it is essential for you to do it.  Otherwise, you will not 
be able to make your hand hold onto the hand of shrimat and move along.  Your promise is: We will return 
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home together and come in the kingdom together.  So, everyone has to perform this drill.  To all the new 
ones who have come, “May you be happy, prosperous and keep on moving forward.” Achcha.   
 
It is the turn of Maharashtra, Andhra and Mumbai for service (14,000 people have come.): Achcha. 
The numbers in this zone are also big.  The name itself is Maharashtra and so it would be great.  Just as its 
name, so the numbers are also big. BapDada has seen that Bombay and Delhi have zeal and enthusiasm for 
one thing.  You do service, and one doesn’t need to say anything about that; you are doing that well and 
will continue to do so.  However, BapDada wants Delhi and Bombay to find a group out of those special 
souls who are in connection and relationship with you, who can become mikes and then also become heirs. 
Find such a group because the majority of all the Wings sent a list to BapDada; Baba has seen that list.  On 
that list there are good names who can glorify Baba’s name.  Now reveal them.  Instead of you, they 
should give lectures.  They should share their experience of what your knowledge is.  They should speak 
about the difference it has made in their lives.  Whenever you have a function, some people relate very 
good experiences, but that is sharing them at functions.  However, they should experience this constantly 
in their lives.  If you pay attention to this, they will emerge because there are such worthy souls in the list
that BapDada saw, but you do have to make some effort and make them move forward.  In fact, every 
Wing should bring this list of people in front of the family and the Father.  The Wings have done this 
work.  BapDada has seen that you have done this work, but you have been doing this for a long time; so 
now bring some newness.  The newness is that you create heirs.  At the very least, those who are in 
connection with you should come into relationship, and, after coming into relationship, they should 
become engaged in service.  Not a relationship of just coming and going, but they should become 
companions of the Father and the family.  This also has to happen.  BapDada has seen that if Brahmins 
have one thought together, then it is already accomplished.  However, everyone should have the same 
thought because the atmosphere has now changed. Since you have been celebrating the 75th Platinum 
Jubilee, people have begun to understand that you are saying and doing very good things. That much 
change has now taken place and this is why if you make a little more effort, then your family will increase 
so much on seeing that change.  BapDada wants you to have a gathering of such souls somewhere.  When 
they come to Madhuban to meet Baba, that is a different matter, but they should now come as part of the 
family and this will bring newness in service.  Achcha.  BapDada is pleased because you have all stood up. 
Seeing you all, BapDada is pleased, but, BapDada still has one more desire that still has to be fulfilled.  It 
is for the zones.  What is it?  Every centre should give the good news that their centre is obstacle free, that 
it is harmonious. The news that all of Baba’s children are accurate, busily engaged in service and obstacle-
free has not come from any zone.  So, Maharashtra will carry out a great task, will you not?  None of the 
zones has as yet sent this good news.  You have to become that.  It is you who have to become that, who 
else is going to become that?  Your tapasya is no less.  Whether it is the teachers or the students, in terms 
of the people of the world, each one of you is a great soul.  Now just see – become a little free from 
obstacles and everyone will see you in the same way they see your non-living images – with pure feelings 
and in the form of living goddesses and deities.  Everyone has done very good service.  BapDada is 
congratulating you for that.   
 
Nizar, stand up!  (BapDada asked Nizarbhai, who organizes the Future of Power programme, to stand 
up.)  BapDada heard the news about the plans you have made. They are good.  Good plans will continue to 
be made in the future too and therefore, continue to move ahead.  BapDada heard the news. 
 
IT Group: You make good images and boards.  BapDada has said earlier too: BapDada has seen that each 
zone is doing something new, and, in each Wing, the sound has spread outside too.  For example, in the 
service of doctors, in the Medical Wing, an official book for the heart cure has been created that is good 
for advertising.  In the same way, there are good instruments in other zones too, who can spread the sound. 
You have to keep a connection with them, and then there will be results from that too.  BapDada is telling 
those of all Wings: Just as you have moved forward, if you continue to move forward even more, then 
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everyone’s vision will fall on you and gradually, you will become known in the world.  This is why 
BapDada is congratulating this Wing too.  All of you are making good effort and together with your effort, 
BapDada is also with you.  Achcha. 
 
Double foreign brothers and sisters (400 double foreigners have come.):  Double foreigners are 
becoming double.  BapDada has seen that you are paying good attention to yourself, to your self-respect 
and to your attitude and you are also drawing the attention of others.  You are playing your parts of being 
loving to the yagya and co-operative with the yagya very well and this is why BapDada is congratulating 
the double foreigners many times.  BapDada continues to hear the stories of all of you.  You are not just 
loving, but, together with being loving, you are also co-operative in every task and you are also clever in 
accumulating for your future.  This is why all of you have come here from so many countries.  Seeing this 
gathering of those who are loving and co-operative and who extend their hands for every task, BapDada is 
pleased.  He is happy.  You are happy, the Father is happy and the family is happy.  Those from Madhuban 
say that the double foreigners are the decoration of Madhuban, and it is the foreign lands that have proved 
the Father’s title of being the World Benefactor.  This is why all of you have to remain intense effort-
makers.  Not just effort-makers, but intense effort-makers, because it is now the time for everyone to 
become an intense effort-maker.  The time for making effort has gone.  It is now the time for making 
intense effort.  So, never become an ordinary effort-maker.  Constantly check whether there is that 
intensity.  You have not become ordinary, have you?  In any case, even time is now giving you notices of 
becoming an intense effort-maker.  BapDada is pleased, the family is pleased and Baba is congratulating 
everyone.  The Father is pleased.  Look how many countries you have come from!  Achcha. 
 
BapDada is seeing all the children everywhere who are sitting far away and merging everything in their 
hearts.  The fragrance of everyone’s love is reaching Madhuban.  So, now, everyone has to move along at 
a fast speed.  You have to make intense effort.  You have to give happiness to people in the world at a fast 
speed.  You have to make unhappy ones happy.  By giving everyone the message to make them happy, 
make everyone happy.  There is intensity in this service and you also have to bring about more intensity. 
Achcha.  Everyone, accept lots of love and remembrance from the heart! 
 
To Mohiniben (A few days back, she was in ICU.): In the same way, make intense effort in an 
emergency.  Make such intense effort that everyone who sees you is amazed: Wah! this one has performed 
wonders.  Continue to have it checked in advance.  You stopped doing this. Continue to have your 
checking done every now and again so that you can get a cure before it happens again.  Just consider that 
you have to have your checking done every fortnight or every month.  Then you will be fine.  Very good. 
 
To Neeluben (A few days back, she had a surgery.): The pilgrimage is easy, is it not?  It is not difficult.  (I 
passed.)  Remain close (pass – close).  (Gulzar Dadi gave very good sakaash to Neeluben and Mohiniben) 
Everyone gave it.  No one can forget Madhuban.  Madhuban is merged in everyone’s every vein.  Achcha.
 
To Dadi Janki: You are going to London, are you not?  (In America they are making many preparations 
for me to come.) If your health is such that you can go, then go, otherwise, do not go.  No matter what 
preparations they make, if you are able to make yourself function, then do so.  If, seeing your health, you 
are able to go, then go. 
 
To the three senior brothers: BapDada heard the news about your meeting.  Whatever you have thought 
is good, so continue to move along according to that.  You will receive help.  If you spread it a little, those 
who want to help will come.  Whatever you have thought is fine.   
 
(Rameshbhai asked Baba about the plan to open a University.) BapDada feels that you first have to 
serve the different universities.  You have made a connection with one university, so in the same way, first 
serve other universities.  Serve them and make them your companions.  So many universities are still left, 
serve them first.  Then they will automatically make an offer by themselves.  They will say: You don’t 
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need to spend so much money.  Just as you have done this in one university and it has become well known 
from there, in the same way, take up 10 to 12 such universities and see.  They themselves will make a 
university and give it to you.  You won’t need to incur any expenses.  BapDada is pleased.  Continue to 
meet in this way and finalise everything. 
 
(The Platinum Jubilee programme in Chandigardh took place very well. Another programme is 
going to take place in Puri.)  In all places, you have done programmes according to your own methods 
with happiness and a big heart.  The result of every place is good. 
 
Brother Ram Narayan Mina – Deputy Speaker of Rajasthan Assembly: 
Now play a special part in the Brahmin family.  (I am Your child.)  The best children are the children who 
are the masters.  Children are always masters.  Wake up at amrit vela every day at whatever time you can, 
and remember the Father and take blessings from Him every day.  You will receive blessings from the 
Father with which you will remain happy and free from obstacles.  Everything will be fine.  You will be 
filled with power and so they will also be filled with power.  It will happen.  Simply wake up and 
remember the Father and continue to take power from Him.  Say “My Baba” and take power. You saw 
Madhuban and you saw the family.  You liked it, did you not?  Now, the closer you come to this family, 
the more you will benefit. 
 
To Br. Suresh Oberoi (who interviews Sr. Shivani on TV): Continue with the service you have taken up. 
To Sr. Shivani: You are blessed.  You have received very good blessings from the Father. 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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Transform “mine” into “Yours” and become a carefree emperor.  Make your mind  

so busy in love for the Father and His service that there is no margin for any waste to come. 

 

Today, BapDada is seeing His carefree emperors from everywhere.  From the time of waking up in the 

morning, every child remains stable in the carefree stage while performing every action.  Every child has the 

experience that this life of being a carefree emperor is one of sovereignty and also of being carefree.  It feels 

so lovely because all of you have given your worries (fikar) to the Father and taken spiritual intoxication 

(fakhur).  The spiritual intoxication you have taken is imperishable spiritual intoxication.  Each one 

experiences how lovely this carefree life is.  Day and night, you have no worries about anything, but you just 

have spiritual intoxication.  You know that the Father has given you this life to remain carefree - not just for 

this one birth, but He has made you a carefree emperor for many births.  Now, your experience is that, if you 

have a carefree life, then a divine light is constantly sparkling on your forehead – and if you have worry, you 

then have a basket on your head that is filled with many types of sorrow.  This method of a carefree life is 

very easy.  You have made all the limited “mines” into “Yours”.  There is the difference of just this one 

letter in “mine” (mera) and “Yours” (tera).  M and T.  However, by changing “mine” into “Yours”, your life 

becomes so happy.  It has become that, has it not?  Nod your heads.  It has become that, has it not?  Your 

lives have become carefree. 

 

Now, this is what BapDada wants from every child: The basis of a life filled with worry is waste thoughts.  

Therefore, not even a trace of waste thoughts should remain in any child because you have changed “mine” 

into “Yours”, so then what do you become?  You become carefree emperors and this life of a carefree 

emperor is so lovely.  You are a carefree emperor while performing every action.  You don’t have any worry 

about ‘Why?’, ‘What?’, ‘How?’ or ‘Until when?’  All of those questions have now finished.  Today on the 

last day of this season, BapDada wants every child to change the wasteful “mine” into “Yours”.  The Father 

Himself will burn it.  You simply have to make the change of one letter.  Do you agree?  Is it possible?  If it 

is possible, then raise your hands!  Very good, because in the next five to six months, through your powerful 

attitude, all of you have to give rays of happiness and peace to the unhappy souls of the world.  You have to 

keep your mind busy in this.  Where do wasteful thoughts arise?  They arise in your mind, do they not?  So, 

BapDada wants every carefree emperor child to keep his mind, that is, his attitude so busy that there is no 

margin for any waste to come.  You should not have to labour (mehnat), but should remain so busy in the 

Father’s love (mohabbat) and keep your mind so busy in serving through your attitude that you don’t even 

have to battle.  Some children say: “I don’t want these to come, but they come.”  What would you call that?  

It is that you did not keep your mind busy in the Father’s love and His service.  When everyone is asked how 

much love do you have for the Father, what do you say?  It is unlimited.  So, it is not difficult to listen to 

whatever the one you love says to you.  So, all of you have unbroken love for the Father, do you not?  Or, do 

you have it only sometimes?  Is it always or only sometimes?  Those who say that you have love all the 

time, raise your hands!  You have love all the time?  See, think about it!  If you have constant love, then, 

whatever the Father says, the children do.  You know this, do you not?   

 

So, now, in this season, BapDada wants to make you children have this determined thought.  You are ready 

for this, are you not?  Nod your head.  Are you ready to make a determined thought?  Those at the back, are 

you ready?  Are the mothers ready?  Are the Pandavas ready?  Raise your hands well!  Raise both your 

hands for this.  When you raise your hands, you please BapDada.  Just as you raised your physical hands, in 

the same way, raise the hands of your minds: I will never allow any waste thoughts to come.  It is their duty 

to come and what is your duty?  To finish them.  BapDada has also told you earlier in this season about the 

two things that you have to pay attention to: One is thoughts and the second is time.  You know this.  The 

time of the confluence age - every minute has a connection with 21 births - and at this time, BapDada has 

love for the children and the children have love for the Father.  So, one second of time in the confluence age 

is not a second - because it has a connection with 21 births.  If not now… if you save your time now, then as 

you have love for the Father for 21 births and each one wants to remain with the Father even now and also to 

return with Him….  You now have to return to your home, do you not?  You have to return home together 

and then come into the kingdom with BapDada - you will come close together in the kingdom, specially 
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with Brahma Baba.  Father Brahma is in the angelic form, so if you want to go back with him, what will you 

have to do?  You will have to become an angel, will you not?  You will become an angel.  You definitely 

have to become this. 

 

You have to move along holding Father Brahma’s hand in your hand, and so what is the hand?  An angel 

does not have physical hands.  So, what are Father Brahma’s hands?  Shrimat.  BapDada’s shrimat is: Now 

become a carefree emperor and, just as your Jagadamba made effort – the Father said it and Jagadamba did 

it - you now have to follow Jagadamba in the same way.  You definitely have to use your time and thoughts 

in a worthwhile way - they should not go to waste.  You were told that each thought has a connection with 

21 births, were you not?  So, BapDada wants you to keep your mind constantly busy.  Whether it is in 

churning the murli or in service, remain busy at every moment.  Keep your chart.  Every now and then, 

perform the drill that BapDada has told you about from time to time.  You know the drill to become 

bodiless, do you not?  The drill of the awareness of your three forms.  You know this, do you not?  Just as 

the Father has three forms, in the same way, you also have three forms - Brahmin, angel and deity.  Keep 

your mind busy in the awareness of these three forms through the drill.  What is the great mantra for this?  

Manmanabhav. 

 

BapDada has lots and lots of love for every child and this is why BapDada wants every child to take the 

blessing: “May you be victorious!”  You were told that some children think that they will become victorious, 

but that rosary is only of 108, and so they will not be able to come in the rosary even if they are victorious.  

However, BapDada has so much love that, if you become victorious, BapDada will add extra strings to the 

rosary.  You just have to become victorious.  So, what is your thought?  You are definitely going to be 

victorious, are you not?  Or, will just 108 become victorious?  No.  Every child of the Father is victorious.  

What is BapDada seeing on the forehead of each child?  A tilak of victory, because you have recognized the 

Father in His ordinary form.  Even if it is the last child and he may be weak in effort, he still has the 

speciality of having recognized the Father who came in an ordinary form and of saying “My Baba”.  This is 

why every child has to maintain courage and attain victory.  What do you simply have to do?  It is not a 

matter of any effort; it is a matter of love.  You have love for BapDada, you have love for the family, and so 

you cannot keep yourself separate from the one you love.  So, how much love do you have for Brahma 

Baba?  Those of you who feel that you have unbroken love for Father Brahma and Father Shiva, raise your 

hands!  Unbroken?  Unbroken?  Very good.  So what does BapDada want to see in the next season?  You 

know it.  You are going to receive five to six months to transform the wasteful thoughts into powerful 

thoughts. 

 

So speak!  Those from Madhuban, stand up, whether you are those staying up at the top or down below - 

there are many.  BapDada loves those from Madhuban.  This does not mean that BapDada does not love 

others.  They too are loved, but BapDada has special love for one thing of the Madhuban residents.  What is 

that?  All of you have remembrance in your mind.  All of you are yogi souls.  All of you are also gyani 

souls.  However, those of you from Madhuban have received a lift to create your future easily.  What is that 

lift?  You are instruments for service for anyone who comes to Madhuban.  For instance, those who cook or 

those who perform any other duty - BapDada says: Even if someone sweeps the floor, he too is fortunate.  

Why?  Anyone who comes here sees the atmosphere and becomes happy when they see the power of love in 

your heart.  Whether it is those who prepare the food or it may be any other duty, but those from Madhuban 

have a chance.  Seeing the love of Madhuban and the powerful atmosphere created here, BapDada is 

congratulating the Madhuban residents very, very much that you have now completed this season, and you 

will continue to become instruments in the future too to make souls content and give them powerful 

experiences through your mind and therefore, everyone should applaud the residents of Madhuban.  Achcha. 

 

Today, at amrit vela, the servers of Madhuban came in front of BapDada.  BapDada met each one in the 

subtle region and just as Baba has already told you previously, at 4.00 am, your special Dadis who have 

gone in advance definitely come.  Today, special Dadis and special brothers had also reached there and they 

specially requested to make the Madhuban residents emerge there.  Specially, both Didi and Dadi, and the 
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special brothers too remembered those from Madhuban.  Dadi gave special remembrance and, together with 

that, they gave mangoes from the subtle region.  You know the fruits of the subtle region are of very good 

quality – you don’t have to bring them down with a stick.  Whatever fruits you want, you can pick those 

with your hands.  So Dadi said: Today, we are going to have a mango picnic with those from Madhuban.  

There were other Dadis and special brothers also with her.  BapDada said: Ask them what comes into their 

minds about Madhuban?  What did Dadi say?  You know, you already know, you know Dadi, do you not?  

Dadi said: I still have the desire that each one from Madhuban, even if there is still something lacking in 

your efforts, you have to make effort for that but I want one thing from the Madhuban residents.  What do I 

want?  It is that each and every resident of Madhuban becomes equal to the Father.  In fact, everyone has to 

become that, but Madhuban is special.  Those from Madhuban had love for Dadi.  Dadi used to say – I know 

this.  So, in return of love, I want it to be just as Mama had kept the aim - that whatever Baba said, Mama 

did.  Those from Madhuban definitely know this.  In the same way, from amrit vela until night, if each one 

from Madhuban has love for Baba and for me and for the Dadis, then just as Mama put every piece of the 

Father’s advice into her life, so we too did the same.  So, if you have love for the Dadis, then demonstrate it 

by doing this: From morning till night, do not have any such thoughts, words or deeds that the Dadis, the 

Father or anyone else does not like.  Specially give this message of ours to those from Madhuban.  So I 

(Dadi Gulzar) asked Dadi: Dadi, when do you tour around in Madhuban?  I (Gulzarben) am now relating the 

news of the subtle region to those from Madhuban.  I, Gulzarben, said to them: Dadi, those from Madhuban 

will do whatever you tell them to.  So, did I speak correctly?  Will you do that?  Raise your hands!  Raise 

both your hands.  Will you will do that?  Very good.   

 

Today is the last meeting of this season, and so there was even more splendour in the subtle region.  All of 

you residents of Madhuban met Baba and became merged.  However, Dadis even made the double 

foreigners emerge.  Double foreigners, stand up!  So, instead of all the Dadis, Dadi was saying: I like this 

one thing of the double foreigners a lot when I was there and their season began, I saw that they used to 

begin to accumulate their ticket money to come to Madhuban in such clever ways.  When I used to hear how 

they had come, having accumulated their money in these various ways, I would to have so much love for 

them.  I also saw that the double foreigners had very good zeal and enthusiasm.  As soon as they came, they 

would say, “Mera Baba” and become so happy that, as soon as they said “mera” (mine), they would become 

mine.  Their faces, their enthusiasm was visible very well.  This is why I and BapDada used to say that the 

double foreigners are the decoration of Madhuban.  Even now, whatever task of Madhuban has , the double 

foreigners carry it out with a lot of interest, and so give them lots, lots, lots and lots of love and 

remembrance from myself and tell them: You are always in the heart of the Father and the Father is always 

in your hearts.  Give this blessing to them on my behalf.  So, this was the news of the subtle region at amrit 

vela today. 

 

Those everywhere, who are sitting far away and those who are personally in front of BapDada, how is 

BapDada seeing you all?  BapDada is seeing that a sparkling point is shining on the forehead of each one of 

you.  Each one of you has this thought in your mind: What do we have to become like?  As is the Father, so 

are we.  This zeal and enthusiasm is in everyone’s mind. 

 

This season, BapDada especially wants to make the teachers stand up.  All teachers, stand up!  Look how 

many teachers there are.  A quarter of the hall is filles with teachers.  Seeing the teachers, BapDada is 

pleased because you have received the fortune of the seat of being equal to the Father.  You have received 

the seat to read the Father’s murli.  The Father always says that the teachers are companions.  BapDada now 

wants one thing from the teachers.  Should Baba tell you?  BapDada wants each and every teacher’s face to 

be seen as happy as that of Father Brahma’s.  It should be seen like this.  Internally, there may be effort, but 

your face should reveal the Father.  Whomever anyone looks at, the Father’s sparkle should be visible in 

them.  Those who serve with their faces in this way will definitely reveal the Father.  The time has now 

come for you to reveal the Father through your face.  The teachers always remember naturally “Mera Baba”.  

Now you have to reveal the Father through your faces.  You can do this, can you not?  If you can, then do it!  

Look at what everyone says in the result up to now!  That the Brahma Kumaris are doing very good work.  
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The Father is not yet revealed - He is still incognito.  So, the time is now coming close through you – 

whether it is the instrument teachers or any child - you now have to reveal the Father.  “The Brahma 

Kumaris are doing very good work”.  That has already happened.  You have reached this far.  However, now 

show that God Himself has incarnated in the body of Brahma and is making the Brahma Kumaris so worthy.  

This point is now still left.  You sing the song, “Mera Baba aa gaya – My Baba has come”.  However, it 

should now be revealed to souls that God Himself has incarnated and is carrying out this task through the 

sisters and brothers.  You have to bring about this revelation, do you not?  When will you do it?  What will 

you say?  “Now”, will you not?  (We will begin it now and it will be completed by next season.)  Do all of 

you agree?  Will it happen by next season?  Those who agree with this, raise your hands!  Few people are 

raising their hands.  Those who are not raising their hands will simply watch, and you will do it.  You 

teachers have had this thought, have you not?  Because you can see that BapDada is saying that everything 

is to happen suddenly.  Some children think that Baba has been saying, “Suddenly, suddenly” for a long 

time, and now it should happen.  However, it will happen suddenly when the children become equal to the 

Father.  Your faces, your images, your every word should reveal the Father.  This is definitely going to 

happen.  It has to happen and you simply now have to be instruments for it.  What will you do in the next 

season?  Firstly, you will make yourselves equal to the Father.  Whatever weaknesses remain, you will 

remove them.  And what is BapDada pleased about?  At all the small and big centres, children have revealed 

what work they are doing through words and have changed the atmosphere through that.  BapDada is 

congratulating you for that.  Whoever has done programmes at any place, you have done them well and it 

has come to everyone’s attention that the Brahma Kumaris have truly completed 75 years of their work in an 

incognito way.  Now, they should say that God, the Baba of the Brahma Kumaris, has come.  You have this 

aim, do you not?  So, this work should begin by next season.  Make a practical programme for this.  You do 

make programmes and have meetings, do you not?  In the meetings, make this programme.  All the children 

have to become aware that the Father who gives the inheritance has come.  They should not remain 

deprived.  Seeing the sorrow of the children, the Father feels a lot of mercy.  When they cry out in sorrow, 

the Father feels mercy for them.  They are also calling out a lot for you gods and goddesses.  So, by the next 

season, there should be no name or trace of any waste.  Agreed?  Do you agree?  Raise the hand of your 

heart.  Raise the hand of your heart.  All knowledge of what waste is should disappear.  When the princesses 

of heaven come (in trance), they are not aware of sorrow or peacelessness at all.  They say: What are they 

saying?  What is that?  In the same way, no one in the Brahmin family should even know what waste is.  

Pure and positive thoughts for the self, pure and positive thoughts for others.  Achcha.   

 

It is the turn of Delhi and Agra to serve:  It is good.  Everyone, look at the splendour on TV!  (Everyone is 

waving a heart-flag of “My Baba”)  Very good.  You can put the flags down now.  Achcha.  Those from 

Delhi will have to make their hearts bigger.  Why?  Where will all the Brahmins go when they become 

deities?  They will go to Delhi, will they not?  So, those from Delhi will have to make their hearts very big.  

Look, when Father Brahma comes as Krishna, where will he come?  He will come in Delhi.  Even now, 

those from Delhi will have to open their hearts and increase the number of Brahmins in Delhi.  The number 

in Delhi should be greater than that of all the other zones.  You have hoisted the flag here, have you not?  In 

the same way, hoist the Father’s flag in the heart of every unhappy soul.  These flags should not go to waste.  

Hoist these flags in their real form in the hearts of the unhappy souls.  Service is continuing to take place.  

You do perform service, but BapDada has seen that this year, no zone has been left behind in service.  All of 

you have done all the programmes happily with big hearts.  You have done them beautifully and you have 

also made it clear for people: You are a soul, not a body.  The majority have accepted this.  Just as you have 

revealed the soul, in the same way, now make the revelation of God firm.  BapDada will see who claims 

number one in this!  Many have made the lesson of the soul firm.  Now, they should understand that God is 

giving an inheritance and that they should at least claim a little inheritance.  They are your family, are they 

not?  They should not remain deprived.  So, what do you have to do?  You have been told that too.  Delhi is 

the foundation.  The day will also come when the whole ministry will think that they definitely have to 

accept what you say.  Show this wonder.  Delhi or any other zone can claim number one – BapDada will 

give them a prize.  Now, you have to complete the things that still remain.  You do have this enthusiasm, do 
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you not?  You do have enthusiasm, do you not?  Those of you from Delhi have this enthusiasm, do you not?  

Achcha.   

 

Double foreigners: BapDada wants that, just as you have received the title of ‘double foreigner’, in the 

same way, you have the title ‘double effort-maker’.  Intense effort-maker.  Intense effort-making, double 

foreigners have come.  Is this possible?  Just as you are double foreigners, in the same way, you are intense 

effort-makers.  No one is an ordinary effort-maker.  BapDada is pleased that you maintain courage and 

arrive here.  There wasn’t a single meeting this season in which there weren’t double foreigners.  Just as you 

do this with courage, in the same way, show the example of double foreigners meaning intense effort-

makers.  Is this possible?  Raise your hands!  So, whoever comes in the next group, that will be the group of 

intense effort-makers.  Whoever moves forward, next season, BapDada will make everyone stand up.  

Whoever has been an intense effort-maker and has not had any obstructions in-between will be made to 

stand up.  So, double foreigners will definitely stand up.  Make even more intense effort and make such 

intense effort that you are able to raise your hands in front of BapDada.  Is that OK?  Do you agree?  First 

row, do you agree?  Do those from Madhuban like this?  All those sitting here who are from Madhuban, do 

you like it?  Those from Madhuban, stand up again!  Achcha.  This is being recorded on TV.  If BapDada 

were to ask who was present, you can extract that from the TV.  Achcha.  All those who have come, 

everyone is listening anyway, but will those who are from Madhuban raise their hands for being intense 

effort-makers?  Will you?  Raise your hands now!  Achcha.  Multimillion times congratulations to you.  

Very good.  BapDada will note how many intense effort-makers there are from each zone.  You can give the 

list.  Those from every zone, and even those who have not come, definitely bring a list of those who are 

making intense effort.  Bring a list of the names of such ones.  Is this OK?  Those at the back, do you feel 

this is OK?  Do you feel this is OK?  Very good.  BapDada likes intense effort-makers very much.  Until 

when will you make ordinary effort?  You have to return, you do want to go home, do you not?  So, you 

have to go back having become intense effort-makers.  You were told that BapDada likes every child to be 

victorious.  “This happened, that happened”  - Baba does not like to hear such news.  So, at the very least, all 

the zones can give the result of everyone who made intense effort in these next six months.  If you make 

intense effort for six months, you will then develop the habit.  You will develop the habit, will you not?  So 

Baba will ask for the result of how many became intense effort-makers in six months.  BapDada will also 

give a prize.  The zone that has the most intense effort-makers will be given a prize.  Do you agree?  Those 

from Madhuban, do you agree?  Achcha. 

 

Many have come for the first time: Very good.  BapDada is giving many, many congratulations to all 

those who have come for the first time.  Why?  Because you have crossed the atmosphere of sorrow and 

reached the side of happiness and comfort.  Each one who comes here can at least give an introduction to 

other souls through your own life.  Those who have come here should know that although you have come 

last, you can go fast.  You can also become effort-makers and go very high because you have accepted the 

Father, have you not?  So, you have received a right to the inheritance from the Father.  BapDada is pleased 

that you have at least reached your home before the time is up.  The Father is pleased that the children have 

reached their family.  You have reached your home.  That is the place to do your work, but the home, God’s 

home, is your home, and this is why BapDada is multimillion fold happy that those who had become 

separated have come to their family and reached their home.  You can now become last so fast.  There is a 

margin.  If you make intense effort, you can move forward as much as you want.  You will simply have to 

pay attention, that is all, and BapDada will be pleased: Wah children! wah!  Welcome!  As you have now 

come, continue to make yourself move forward.  Continue to make intense effort.  Om shanti.  Achcha. 

 

To all the children everywhere, love and remembrance from the heart of BapDada. Together with that, the 

Father is pleased on seeing every child with faith and intoxication of their self-respect.  Never let go of your 

self-respect.  To be one with self-respect means to be one with all attainments.  The list of self-respect is a 

long one.  Keep one point of self-respect in your awareness every day, put it into your practical form, be an 

intense effort-maker and continue to move forward.  Make BapDada sit in your heart and seat yourself in 
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BapDada’s heart.  Be fearless and a master almighty authority and continue to move along.  Continue to fly 

and make others fly.  Om shanti. 

 

To Mohiniben:  You now know how to move along.  Continue to move along.  You have the company and 

the hand, what else do you need? 

 

(Today, Dadi Janki has not come on to the stage because she is unwell.)  BapDada is seeing her in front.  

Wherever the daughter is, she is in the Father’s heart.  BapDada is giving the child rays of all powers.  You 

are a soul who is an instrument for service and this is why all souls and the family are giving you love and 

remembrance.  You are an instrument.  You have to be an instrument.  This is just a little karmic account 

which will be settled.  You have the good wishes of BapDada and the family with you and these will always 

be with you.  Achcha. 

 

To Par Dadi: Are you OK?  Cheerful.  It is very good.  No matter how much difficulty there may be, it is 

not visible on the face.  You are moving along as a detached observer.  You are clever in moving along as a 

detached observer.  You will claim a number. 

 

To the three senior brothers: This method of meeting is very good.  Now, specially make the atmosphere 

even more powerful.  Anyone who comes through the door should experience which place they have come 

to.  They experience peace anyway, but they should experience power and that they can receive whatever 

they want here; that they have never seen such an atmosphere anywhere else; that this is a unique place.  

They should experience this.  Together among yourselves, meet those from the different departments once 

or twice a week.  Make time, select a topic and ask about their welfare and if they need any arrangements or 

facilities etc.  Together with that, also give them homework on one point or another that you can ask them 

about next time you meet.  This should happen in every department.  Otherwise, they simply do their work 

and remain busy in that.  There should also be some heart-to-heart conversations among themselves, just as 

the intense effort-making group does.  So, can you not do this much?  You can keep this programme once a 

week or a fortnight and you will then know about what there is and what there isn’t in every department.  If 

they want any salvation (help), they should tell you.  Then you can consider it and give it to them.  The 

meaning is that there should also be some discussion of knowledge in the department and not just work all 

the time.  Is this possible?  Is it possible?  Then do it!  Those at the centres sit together at night, and they 

should do that.  Whether you sit once a week or a fortnight, if you do something positive, then anything 

negative will be reduced.  Everyone should give their advice in this meeting (Annual Meeting) that is to take 

place. 

 

(The Government has passed the film, ‘Who am I?’ as an educational film.)  Give this news to everyone.  

Continue to spread some sound or another because, at present, the atmosphere is OK.  Whatever you do 

now, it will have an impact.   

 

(Now, we will not meet for six months.)  We will continue to meet.  We will meet at amrit vela. 

 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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30/11/12 Avyakt BapDada 30/11/12 
 

The fortune of the jewels of contentment, and the song of the heart: 
“I have attained that which I wanted to attain”. 

 
Today, the children’s love and remembrance have called BapDada into this corporeal world with their 
attraction.  BapDada too is seeing the children in their corporeal forms in the corporeal world.  Children 
everywhere are seeing also the Father and the Father is seeing the children in their physical forms.  In His 
heart, He is pleased on seeing the children from everywhere, Wah children!  He is pleased to see the worthy 
children of cycle after cycle.  He is celebrating a meeting seeing the fortune and attainment of every child.  
And in His heart, He is pleased to see the fortune of every child.  The sparkling fortune is visible on the face 
of each child.  The light of attainment is sparkling on the foreheads.  The treasure of knowledge is visible in 
the hands and the Comforter of Hearts is visible in the hearts.  In the feet, multimillions are visible in every 
step.  Each one’s face is sparkling and shining with such fortune.  The form of all the children everywhere is 
visible as content.  All the rest of the souls who see such sparkling faces wonder what you have received, 
and what would you reply?  I have attained that which I wanted to attain.  All are sparkling in the form of 
jewels of contentment.  You are seeing your image in this way too, are you not?  What song does BapDada 
sing on seeing such souls who are jewels of contentment?  Wah My contented souls!  Wah! 
 
So, today, Baba has come simply to finish the complaint in the children’s hearts.  The complaint of all of 
you has finished, has it not?  In the future, we will continue to meet as the drama makes it (us) instrumental.  
Today, there is just this much, this meeting, in the drama. 
 
All the children have looked after the chariot very well.  BapDada is giving all the souls who are instruments 
for that service special congratulations.  Now, Baba has come simply to finish the children’s complaint 
about wanting to meet Baba.  So, are all of you OK?  Are all of you OK?  Raise your hands!  
Congratulations from the heart to those who served the chariot.  Wherever the chariot had to stay, BapDada 
saw that Gujarat is no less.  Where are those from Gujarat?  BapDada and along with that, the instrument 
Pandav Nirwair child, also gave a lot of support.  Come! 
 
Speaking to Sarla Didi: You did very well.  Many, many congratulations to you and your companions for 
being instruments to look after all the Dadis. 
 
(For Dadi Janki): You heard very well.  Everything will definitely be fine. 
 
To Dadi Janki: All of you together played a good part.  Dadi’s voice is also coming.  Today Baba has come 
just to meet.  Now Baba will continue to come and meet.  Achcha. 
 
To the three senior brothers: BapDada now wants to see wonders.  What wonder does He want to see?  
The family has many hopes in all three of you.  Now, BapDada understands that there are different ideas, but 
to unite those ideas is in your own hands.  BapDada wants to see this wonder in you instrument Pandavas, 
that, though there are different ideas, they also have to be united.  So, now, all three of you should show this 
wonder; that you are not three, but all three of you are one.  Everything else is fine and you are looking after 
everything as instruments.  Achcha. 
 
Many, many congratulations to the brothers and sisters from this land and abroad, for taking care of both 
instrument Dadis very well.  Special congratulations for that.  Baba is giving special love and remembrance 
from the heart to the brothers and sisters from everywhere.  You are constantly merged in the heart; 
therefore, constantly stay in remembrance and continue to inspire one another to have remembrance.  
Achcha. 
 
Today, the thought that everyone had was: We want to meet, we want to meet, we want to meet, that has 
been fulfilled in terms of the body.  Now, whatever is in the drama for the future, we will continue to meet.  
BapDada can never stay away from the children.  Just as the children cannot remain far from the Father, the 
Father also cannot stay far from the children.  BapDada is pleased to see all the children.  Baba is also 
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congratulating you because each of you should now consider yourself to be an instrument for the unlimited 
task, not just for the self.  Along with the self, you are also instruments for service.  Now show such 
wonders.  There may be upheaval in the world, but you are instruments to transform upheaval into stability 
where there is upheaval.  They do not leave their work, so you too should consider yourselves to be 
instruments.  They create upheaval and you remain unshakeable: both of you have to play their parts 
together.  Achcha.  Today, Baba has just come to meet you. 
 
It is the turn of brothers and sisters from Maharashtra, Mumbai, and Andhra Pradesh to serve: All of you are 
waving their hands.  Each zone has a part to become an instrument.  BapDada has seen that each and every 
one have played their parts and will continue to do so. 
 
Four Wings: the Education, Religious, Scientist and Engineering and Cultural and CAD groups has also 
come.  Whichever Wings have come, each wing is ahead of the others in paying attention and making the 
task move ahead.  Congratulations for that.  Congratulations. 
 
Congratulations to all the children everywhere for carrying out their respective tasks and, in the future too, 
each Wing or each zone will continue to move still ahead of all.  These are the congratulations from 
BapDada. 
 
All the double foreigners who have come, stand up!  BapDada now does not say double foreigners, but 
double effort-makers because, even now, the double effort-makers are increasing everywhere.  You are 
paying attention even in the small places.  Therefore, congratulations for service and also congratulations for 
double effort.  Now, do not say double foreigners, but say double intense effort-makers.  Is that OK?  
Double effort-makers.  Double means intense effort-makers.  BapDada remembers where double effort-
makers have come from, but who is the farthest of all?  Who is the farthest away?  Those from America.  
They also come from this world, but where has BapDada come from?  The children called and the Father 
became present.  No matter what happens to the body, children are children; the Father always becomes 
present.  Achcha. 
 
All the children everywhere played their parts very well.  The Father said something and the children did it.  
Such children always remain in the Father’s heart.  So, multimillion-fold love and remembrance to such 
children everywhere.  Achcha. 
 
To Dadi Janki: (Dadi Janki had hurt herself on the head.)  This continues to happen.  It doesn’t matter.  In 
fact, you have become even more beautiful.  (Dadi Janki had her head covered.)  You say ‘Dadi, Dadi’, do 
you not?  So you should see yourself in the form of Dadi too. 
 
Are you OK?  (To Hansaben and Pravinaben)  You don’t get tired, do you?  It is good.  (To Hansaben)  You 
are doing good service.  Whoever does service, seeing you (Dadis), they also get enthusiasm.  Therefore, all 
of those who become instruments continue to receive congratulations.  Send remembrance to the doctors 
too. 
 
(Neeluben: Why did this have to happen to both Dadis?)  The drama would give the reply to this.  Drama!  
No one can say anything in front of this.  Drama is drama!  Whatever you want to say, you can say.   
 
Achcha.  Everyone, become stable in the point form! 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
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Om Shanti Bhawan, Madhuban  Class by Dadi Janki 27/11/12 
 
Dadi Janki conducted class in Om Shanti Bhawan, Pandav Bhawan at 7.30pm, then met the double 
foreigners separately, gave them toli and then went back stage and suddenly fell down and was badly hurt 
on the back of her head.  The class that Dadi Janki conducted is being sent to you: 
 
In the morning, I was in the Diamond Hall in Shantivan, during the day I was in Gyan Sarovar, and now in 
the evening, I am sitting here (Om Shanti Bhawan, Pandav Bhawan).  How great is my fortune! 
 
Through Raj Yoga, you receive happiness and peace.  All of you have received it, have you not?  Because 
all of you are Raj yogis, you are not hatha yogis, are you?  You are not those who have disinterest in the 
world.  You have received happiness and peace.  Amrit vela in the Diamond Hall was very powerful.  Here, 
we have a programme of three days bhatthi and I have an opportunity to meet Dadi Gulzar twice every day.  
I go and meet her every morning and evening.  How can I share the benefits I have experienced in these 
meetings!  My face and image can reveal that.  I say “Om shanti” and Dadi Gulzar says, “Baba, Baba”.  We 
give her the mike so many times, asking her to say something, say something at least, and even then, she 
only speaks a few words.  So I asked myself and also asked Dadi Gulzar: Dadi has so much peace, love and 
happiness, and so there shouldn’t be any difference between Dadi and myself.  This is not a competition 
because each one’s fortune is their own, but Baba has given permission, that however much effort one 
makes, Baba will definitely help them.  So, that chariot is the instrument and Baba has kept it that way in 
order to give us avyakt sustenance, and Dadi Gulzar herself has kept herself that way.  Her face is like that.  
So, my feeling is that our faces should also be the same. 
 
Who has the experience that bhavna works a lot?  If that bhavna has worked on you, then you should also 
have such elevated bhavna so that many others can have that attainment through that bhavna.  It is a wonder 
how all of this happened!  With bhavna...  No matter what happens, if you go into the depth of bhavna, you 
will see yourself as great too.  Nothing is a problem.  It is my bhavna and I am seeing how Baba is getting 
everything done.  Drama is wonderful and it is predestined. 
 
We are God’s children.  The whole of the path of devotion works on bhavna.  It is with bhavna that they 
have visions.  When someone receives wealth or has a son, that is with their bhavna, but we don’t want 
wealth or children.  We want truth and love, we don’t want happiness and power, but we have received it.  
How did we receive it?  With Bhavna.  God gave it to us and we took it.  Our fortune has opened that we are 
sitting in Madhuban.  In the world, a person alone by himself cannot remain peaceful and here, in 
Madhuban, in Baba’s unlimited home, sitting in the midst of hundreds and yet we are peaceful.  Whose 
wonder is this?  It is the wonder of the atmosphere of this place.  It is said that even walls have ears.  This 
means that the atmosphere is created through the walls.  When you go to the temples, mosques, churches or 
gurudwaras….Brahma Baba has made his memorial place like that.  How sweet and how lovely is my Baba 
… He is the most unique.  Our Baba pulls us here.  Children, whatever you want to become, become that 
now.  I am sitting here to make you that.  Now is the time to become that.  You simply have to have the 
thought: I want to become this.  It is possible, is it not?  He is making me that.  Therefore, we don’t have to 
make any effort.  I want to become that and Baba is making me that.  For that, I simply have to remain 
present in front of Baba.   
 
Throughout the day, I remember many of Baba’s very good words.  Baba comes in front of me and says: 
Child, do you have any order for Me?  I begin to smile.  What would my stage be at that time?  I simply say, 
‘Yes Baba’ from then onwards.  The Father will always remain present in front of us.  I have this experience 
until today.  Do you have that experience?  Baba is with us and where God is with us, nothing is a big deal.  
When God is with us, we have so much power, so much happiness and very good experiences.  Sometimes, 
we set foot somewhere and sometimes at another place and at every step we have an income of 
multimillions.  Wherever I set foot I have an income.  In that too, Baba had said: When your health is not so 
good, then from time to time, just go and rest, but once, Baba had said: Child, matter will co-operate with 
you.  That was 22 years ago.  God’s versions were ‘There is benefit in your presence’. 
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Each one should check within themselves: Do I have an attitude of renunciation, an attitude that is free from 
temptation, an attitude of remaining beyond?  Attitude is connected with vision.  Because of the attitude of 
renunciation, whatever I have renounced, I have never touched that again.  Body, relations… the intellect 
should not be pulled by any of these.  There should be no attraction but just an attitude of remaining beyond.  
Baba is doing everything and getting it done.  This is my bhavna.  By creating such a stage, you will colour 
others with your company and they will also go beyond.  Otherwise, it doesn’t happen even when making 
effort for it.  We stayed in Baba’s company and by receiving avyakt sustenance, it became easy for us to stay 
up above.  It is as though we are not here at all, but that we are residing up above. 
 
Baba says: Always remain cheerful like the deities.  I was rehearsing for that, and thinking that the smile of 
the deities’ is filled with bhavna.  Just as they are always happy, let me also take that happiness.  Those 
deities’ don’t give that happiness, but you become happy on just seeing them.  We take from Baba and 
become bestowers and so we are so fortunate.  We are the children of the Bestower of Happiness and Peace.  
By doing this rehearsal purposefully, we don’t remain ordinary nor do we fluctuate being one thing at one 
time and something else another time.  Internally, we are changing from Brahmins into angels.  Angels do 
not have parents.  Angels are the direct children of God and they are few.  They are subtle and very light, 
very clean, and truthful.  Others receive the power to fly from them.  Seeing such angels who are flying, 
people believe that at the time of dusk, the angels are wandering above us.  My stage should also be such 
that I just wander up above, and not remain sitting down below.  Is my stage like that?  Am I rehearsing 
this?  My bhavna is that your stage should be good, and then whether you are alone or in a gathering, you 
stage will always be the same.  Achcha.  Om shanti. 

* * * * * 
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Transform “mine” into “Yours” and become a double crowned carefree emperor. 
 

Today, the whole gathering is visible as that of carefree emperors because you have given all worries to 
the Father and have taken spiritual intoxication.  From morning till night, all of you are carefree emperors 
because you have received self-sovereignty.  So, you check yourselves because the sign of a carefree 
emperor is that his forehead sparkles with light and, as carefree emperors, you are double crowned.  Only 
those who are double crowned are carefree emperors.  So, do all of you experience yourselves to be 
carefree and emperors?  If you do not have a double crown, that is, if you are not carefree, then what have 
you placed on your head?  A basket of rubbish!  So, what do you prefer?  So, today, BapDada is pleased to 
see every child as a double crowned carefree emperor.  So, all of you who are BapDada’s companions, do 
all of you experience yourselves to be like that?  Or, is it that you sometimes experience it and at other 
times you do not?  In the whole cycle, only you children receive this double crown.  Many become kings –
many become kings from the copper age, but it is only you who receive the double crown. 
 

So, BapDada has come to meet such children who are carefree emperors.  Have you given all your worries 
or does some worry still remain?  Give your worries.  You know how to give your worries to the Father, 
do you not?  The method to become carefree is very easy: simply transform “mine” into “Yours”.  It is so 
easy: mine (mera) and Yours (tera).  It is a difference of just one letter – t and m.  So, have all of you given 
your worries?  Have you transformed mine into Yours?  Those who feel that you are carefree emperors, 
raise your hands!  Raise your hands high!  Yes, raise your hands!  BapDada will see them.  Then, you do 
not sometimes change “Yours” into “mine”, do you?  If, even now, a little worry still remains, then give it 
away and take spiritual intoxication because, day by day, the fear in the world is going to increase. 
However, you children of the Father will become carefree emperors and remove the worries of others too. 
The easy way to do this is: From amrit vela till night, follow Father Brahma because while even being in 
the corporeal body, Father Brahma remained a carefree emperor while fulfilling every responsibility. 
Even if many children did not see Father Brahma in the corporeal form, yet his activities and his practical 
life was as you saw in the corporeal form: while having such a huge responsibility, he remained a carefree 
emperor.  Even until the end, you saw signs of his being carefree from his face.  Even on the last day, 
without taking any support, he conducted the last class.  He stayed healthy and wealthy in his intoxication. 
So, have all of you also become carefree emperors?  Even though there may be karmic accounts of the 
body, the stage is that of constantly carefree emperors. 
 

Today, BapDada wants to see every child equal to Brahma.  So, check: No matter what the condition of 
your body is, your mind should always be a carefree emperor.  So, note down in the morning when you 
wake up, check: Are there any worries in the sub-consciousness?  Check every now and again.  So, you 
will transform “mine” into “Yours” because, throughout the whole cycle, apart from you children, no one 
else has become a double crowned carefree emperor.  You constantly have a double crown in your images. 
Many became kings in the copper age, but no one became double crowned or a king who had self-
sovereignty.  So, constantly remember your title of today: a carefree emperor. 
 

Today, also, many children have come.  BapDada has especially come to meet all the children.  Now, you 
will not complain, will you?  Because the Father has so much love for the children, He cannot stay without 
the children.  So, keep this title in your awareness from amrit vela: Who am I?  A carefree emperor. 
Achcha. 
 

Baba celebrated a meeting with all the children who came.  The Father is happy and the children are also 
happy.  However, never forget this blessing of yours.  No matter how you are, the body knows its karmic 
accounts, but the mind is constantly a carefree emperor.  No matter what type of test paper it is, the paper 
makes you even more experienced and enables you to move forward.  So, do not be afraid!  Never be 
afraid of any paper.  Achcha. 
 

Today, it is the turn of the Gujarat zone to serve.  BapDada loves those from Gujarat.  Baba loves all 
the zones, but today it is their turn.  Those from Gujarat, stand up!  Wave your hands!  Very good!
BapDada heard all the news of what efforts you are all making.  Children have shown a very good chart. 
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BapDada wants every child to be a master Brahma constantly, the same as Father Brahma.  Every zone 
comes to their hearts’ content.  BapDada is also pleased: it is only now at the confluence age that BapDada 
finds such children.  You will be companions in the golden age too, but now, you meet with that 
recognition.  There, the recognition will change. 
 

So, to the children from everywhere, although Gujarat is in the front as the instruments, children from 
abroad are also in front of BapDada - and there are also the children from small villages.  BapDada says to 
each and every child: Both Fathers are saying: Constantly continue to move forward and enable others to 
move forward.  Continue to bring your kingdom closer.  Children from everywhere are in front of 
BapDada.  In the corporeal form, it is you, but in Baba’s heart are merged all the children from this land, 
from abroad and from the villages.  Achcha. 
 

Two Wings have come: Medical and Security.  Those of the Medical Wing, now make such 
preparations and also inspire them, so that everyone becomes a carefree emperor, as BapDada has said.  If 
there is no worry, there is then no illness.  So, make such plans that, while sitting here, everyone remains 
happy.  They should not lose their happiness.  Invent such medicine that if someone is a little unhappy,
either physically or in the mind, then, as soon as they remember that medicine, they become happy.  What 
is that medicine?  My Baba.  So, let there be “My Baba” in everyone’s mind and this will be the medicine. 
Achcha.  You are doing very good service.  Continue to do that.  Victory is definitely with you. 
 

Security Wing: Those from the Security Wing are making effort and working very hard, but while 
making such effort, invent such an easy and successful mantra, that is, medicine, that their minds become 
happy.  Day by day, sorrow is going to increase, and there will be upheaval, but they should be able to 
make themselves unshakeable in the midst of any upheaval.  Invent something so easy that, when any such 
situation comes in front of them, their minds become happy and they do not feel the illness of the body. 
Invent such a cure for security in short - just as Brahmins become happy when they read the blessings - in 
the same way, invent some facility for their salvation that, by studying it, they are transformed.  Invent 
some small means for security because the times are going to become even more delicate, this would be 
useful at such a time. 
 

You are ever ready, are you not?  You are ever ready.  No matter what times come or when they come, all 
of you Brahma Kumars and Brahma Kumaris remain constantly happy at every moment.  Is it possible that 
the happiness of the Brahma Kumaris and Brahma Kumars will not disappear?  If it is possible, then raise 
your hands!  Achcha.  BapDada saw everyone’s hands.  Raise your hands!  That time will continue to 
come and BapDada will see the result.  All of you have raised your hands, and so remain carefree 
emperors at that time too.  Be carefree and an emperor too.  Trivial things and major things are definitely 
going to come, but for the Brahma Kumars and Kumaris, nothing is a big deal!  You have seen it every 
cycle.  You have passed through it every cycle.  Become experienced and you will pass through that now 
also as though it is a game.  You do have such courage, do you not?  Do you have courage?  Raise both 
your hands!  Those at the back are raising their hands. 
 

Double foreigners: Do you double foreigners remember your title?  Who are you?  Double effort-makers. 
BapDada has seen that you have good courage.  The majority of you also pass on time.  BapDada receives 
the news and your instrument Dadi also relates everything.  She continues give empower to everyone. 
Achcha.  You should constantly remember one thing: We definitely have to be victorious.  No matter what 
the circumstances may be, our name is “victorious”.  Victory is the support of our life.  Victory is already 
guaranteed.  Achcha.  BapDada receives the news that the results of service abroad is also good and 
BapDada is pleased.  Achcha. 
 

Today, Baba is celebrating a meeting with all the children from everywhere.  There is just Baba, Baba and 
Baba in everyone’s heart.  Even the Father is experiencing this, but the body knows about its karmic 
accounts.  All of you, and BapDada, have seen that everyone remembers BapDada a lot more: When will 
we meet?  When will we meet?  When will we meet?  Because of this, you forget less.  However, the time 
of the confluence age is for meeting and so we shall continue to meet. 
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Baba continues to receive love and remembrance of all the children from everywhere.  To the extent that 
children remember Baba, Baba too remembers the children a hundred times more.  Just as the children 
continue to say, “Wah Baba! Wah Baba!”, in the same way, Baba says to the children in all directions: 
Wah children! Wah children!   Baba continues to give love and remembrance through His thoughts. 
Achcha.  Achcha, in the future, whatever is in the drama will continue to take place. 
 
Mohiniben has sent lots and lots of remembrance: She is having good remembrance and also settling 
her accounts.  BapDada also continues to give power.  Her remembrance reaches Baba. 
 
To Dadi Janki: (Dadi embraced BapDada) To embrace one means to embrace everyone.  BapDada will 
continue to meet.  The confluence age is the age for the meeting of the Father and the children.  This age is 
for that and so we shall continue to meet. 
 
 (Nirwairbhai gave Baba remembrance of some brothers and sisters): Multimillion-fold love and 
remembrance to all those who sent their remembrance. 
 
Rukmani Dadi has also sent love and remembrance.  Also give her multimillionfold love and 
remembrance. 
 
 (In the last three to four days, some brothers and sisters have had an accident).  Give each and everyone 
who have had ups and downs (been involved) love and remembrance.  But in future, someone should 
personally explain to the driver separately.  They rush a bit, and they should not rush.  They think that they 
will reach there first and they would reach there first, but what would be the result of that?  Therefore, you 
should give a signal especially to the driver.  OK? 
 
In connection with the God of the Gita: What you have done for non-violence is good.  You will have 
many companions in this.  In any case, many do not believe in violence.  So, bring those people close and 
the God of the Gita will automatically then be proved. 

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 
 
To Baba’s sincere, beloved children around Bharat and the globe, 
 
Greetings of love and power from the holy land of Abu, on the special day of 12.12.12! 
 
As Dadi Janki sits in the lap of Baba’s unlimited Shantivan, Dadi is remembering you jewels of hope, light 
and success in Bharat and around the globe. Just as 12.12.12 will never come again this cycle, each day of 
the Confluence Age is so precious and empowering. Take time to go into sweet silence and create a 
fortress of renunciation, tapasya and service.  
 
We are so blessed to be receiving constant, dependable support of the Supreme. Whether we are facing 
challenges through the chariot or from the world, no whatever scene comes before us, remain immovable 
and unshakeable by keeping alive the attainments of spiritual virtues and powers. There are hundreds of 
thousands of enlightened Brahmins around the globe, but the support of each one’s life is just one loving 
Baba.  Baba is our Benefactor, drama is beneficial, and we are world benefactors – what more do we 
need... 
 
As we step into the holiday season and end-of-the-year celebrations, Dadi wishes you quality time in 
intense effort-making and secure divine relationships. 
 
In Baba’s loving remembrance, 
On behalf of Dadis and Madhuban Niwasis, 
 
BK Janki 
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In this New Year, each one has to become a jewel of contentment and become 
problem-proof and an embodiment of solutions with the power of contentment. 

 
Today, BapDada is seeing His jewels of contentment everywhere.  The light of each one is sparkling very 
well because the power of contentment is most elevated.  Other powers also come to where there is 
contentment.  The power of contentment easily finishes any type of problem.  Where there is contentment, 
no other power is lacking.  The power of contentment easily transforms any type of atmosphere or 
circumstance.  Contentment transforms the upheaval of Maya and matter.  Each one should check the self 
to see: Have I become a jewel of contentment?  Am I able to transform the atmosphere by changing the 
situation of any human soul? 
 
Especially today, BapDada is very pleased to see the souls who are His jewels of contentment.  BapDada 
saw that the power of contentment transforms the atmosphere in service and among companions.  So, do 
you experience yourselves to be such jewels of contentment?  Those who believe that they have the power 
of contentment and also experience success by using it at the right time, raise your hands!  Achcha.  Raise 
your hands high!  You raise your hands very well.  Seeing everyone’s hands, BapDada is pleased. 
However, when there is any upheaval among companions, check whether this power brings about 
transformation at that time.  Is the result of this successful in making your own places powerful? 
 
BapDada saw that even now, there is a need in many places to make them free from obstacles with the 
power of tolerance.  BapDada gave a task to each place, that is, every centre and zone should give the 
result of being free from obstacles.  Do you remember?  Do you remember?  According to that and 
according to the need of the time, it is necessary for every place to be free from obstacles.  Whether it is a 
service centre or your household, each place should be free from obstacles and filled with the power of 
contentment.  You see the speed of time. Whether it is for the self or for a gathering, BapDada saw that 
there is a need to pay attention to the power of contentment. 
 
Father Brahma tours around everywhere.  Do you know what the easiest way is to become complete? 
Follow father!  From the beginning to the end, Father Brahma gained victory over every situation with the 
power of contentment.  So, today, BapDada is giving a special signal: each one should become a jewel of 
contentment and specially continue to use the power of contentment. 
 
The New Year is now coming and so each of you has to check the power of contentment in this way: Am I 
content with myself?  Are my companions content in the way that BapDada wants?  Were the problems 
finished with contentment?  Discontentment in the world is going to increase day by day.  Therefore, for 
that, look at the self: Did I remain a jewel of contentment throughout the day?  The easy method for this is 
to follow Father Brahma because discontentment in the world is definitely going to increase. 
 
BapDada has made a plan to give all the children a blessing for the New Year specially at amrit vela. 
Everyone is asking: What is going to happen in the New Year?  Those who have determination will 
receive special help from BapDada in their efforts.  So, everything will become easy with this New Year
gift.  Do you like this blessing of amrit vela?  Do you like it?  You do do it, but you will specially attain 
co-operation, love and power from BapDada.  Is that all right?  Is it OK?  BapDada has seen that everyone 
has very deep love.  You have very good love for having to do something, but specially use the power of 
contentment this year for the circumstances that come in between.  Check this and you will automatically 
continue to move forward.  Achcha. 
 
You have all come from everywhere.  Everyone continues to remember Madhuban with a lot of love.  So, 
what will you become?  Jewels of contentment.  Do you like it?  If you like becoming a jewel of 
contentment, wave your hands.  If everyone remains content, what will there be everywhere?  The songs of 
“Wah!, Wah!” will be played everywhere.  So, who are all of you?  Who are you?  All of you are jewels of 
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contentment.  Are you jewels of contentment?  Or only a little?  Say: If we don’t become that, who else 
would?  If BapDada were to go on a tour, what would He see?  The lights of the jewels of contentment are
sparkling everywhere because it doesn’t take BapDada long to tour around.  So this year, BapDada will 
see the result of how much the lights of the jewels of contentment are sparkling everywhere. 
This year Baba specially wants to see the result of your becoming problem-proof and an embodiment of 
solutions.  The majority of all the children everywhere have reached Madhuban with their minds. 
BapDada is seeing how all the children everywhere have reached Madhuban with their minds with so 
much love.  All of you have reached here physically and BapDada is giving special love and remembrance 
to all the children everywhere.  BapDada is giving all the children everywhere the special blessing of the 
power of contentment.  Remain content, make others content and spread the vibration of contentment into
the world with the power of contentment.  Achcha.  Are all of you happy?  If you are happy, then raise 
both your hands!  BapDada is also pleased to see the children in Madhuban.  If anything happens, if any 
small or big problem arises, just come to Madhuban through your mind, not with your body, but with your 
mind.  BapDada will fill the minds of the children with extra nourishment of happiness.  It is good.  To 
come to Madhuban means to take a step forward in your efforts.  Even now, check how much help you 
have taken in moving forward now that you have come to Madhuban?  What do you easily remember 
throughout the day in Madhuban?  Baba, Baba, Baba…  Whatever you listen to, it is things of Baba. 
When you are walking, it is on the pure land of Madhuban.  You are eating Brahma bhojan and it is 
powerful because those who have this special duty are reminded of it.  Therefore, to come to Madhuban 
means to take a step forward in the self in knowledge, yoga, dharna and service.  So, did all of you take all 
these benefits of Madhuban?  You have taken benefit.  Did you take benefit?  Because you don’t have any 
responsibilities here.  You simply have the responsibility of making yourself move forward.  Achcha. 
 
It is the turn of Delhi and Agra to serve: Those from Delhi, stand up!  (Everyone had a battery operated 
candle in their hand.)  Those from Delhi have come as the form of light and might.  It has created a 
beautiful splendor in the hall.  Achcha.  Those from Delhi have to prepare the kingdom because all of you 
are going to rule, are you not?  You may not sit on the throne, but all will have a right to the kingdom.  It is 
good.  Those from Delhi have very good enthusiasm for service.  Now, Delhi has to give the result of 
being the number one zone that is free from obstacles.  You have good enthusiasm, but you now have to 
give the proof.  Those of you from Delhi will do this, will you not?  Raise your hands because, as yet, 
BapDada has not received this result from any zone.  So, Delhi will claim number one in this too, will you 
not?  Yes, teachers, raise your hands!  Will you claim it?  You raised your hands with a little slackness. 
Did the brothers raise their hands?  Achcha.  All are sitting in various places.  It is good.  BapDada has 
seen that all the zones have very good enthusiasm for service and that everyone has had very good 
programmes everywhere this year, according to their capacity.  There is zeal and enthusiasm for service 
everywhere.  Therefore, what will happen when you continue to increase this enthusiasm for service? 
Bharat will become great.  Achcha.  Congratulations to those from Delhi. 
 
Double foreigners: Raise your hands!  Very good.  BapDada has seen that those from abroad have taken 
very good benefit from Madhuban.  Whether you had retreats or you had any other programmes, the result 
of the co-operation and courage that you all received from one another is good and this is why BapDada is 
congratulating the double foreigners a hundred times for taking benefit.  What title has BapDada given the 
double foreigners?  Not double foreigners, but double effort-makers.  Whenever anyone says double, say 
that you are not just double foreigners, that you are double effort-makers too.  Also check yourselves. 
BapDada knows that you do pay attention and that your attention is also specially drawn and this is why 
BapDada likes to see that though you have come late, you are not behind in your efforts.  You are moving 
forward and will continue to move forward.  BapDada sees this.  BapDada is pleased and so you may 
applaud. 
 
Jurist and IT Wings: BapDada has already said that all Wings are doing good service.  Whether it is the 
Jurist Wing or any other Wing, from the time that the Wings have been created and you took that 
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responsibility, it has been seen that, by taking the different responsibilities, you make good effort. 
BapDada has also heard that whatever programmes the Wings have had, the results of all the programmes 
were good.  So the service of the Jurists taking place is good.  BapDada is pleased that each one is paying 
attention to service very well: We have to do something, we have to do something.  And you are doing 
something.  So, service by the Jurists is taking place in different places and will continue to take place. 
Very good.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada has already congratulated everyone for service, whichever Wing it is.  This is the progress that 
BapDada wants in each one’s effort and, for that, BapDada has told you that each zone should make itself 
free from obstacles.  Baba has not yet received this result.  Not just your own centre, but the zone should 
be free from obstacles.  Make such a plan that no one in any zone remains weak in effort.  Just as you are 
companions now, move along in the same way and become the best of all of companions in effort too, 
because, if you become free from obstacles now, that atmosphere will spread into the world.  The whole 
world has to transform.  Achcha. 
 
BapDada has given love and remembrance to everyone everywhere, but, this year, everyone everywhere 
should be number one in their efforts.  Now be co-operative with one another in this way and bring about 
this result.  Whichever zone you see, it should be free from obstacles.  Is this possible?  Is it possible? 
Dadis speak!  Is it possible?  Yes, speak!  Is it possible?  (Dadi Janki – if we don’t do it who will?  We are 
the ones who will do it.)  Raise your hands!  You will become double effort-makers.  Wherever you are 
and whoever is listening and seeing, all of you should have the thought that you definitely do have to do 
this.  Those who are brave and courageous will say: Baba, it is not a big deal, it is already accomplished. 
(Nizarbhai’s group is doing very good service through the Future of Power.)  Bharat is doing it and the 
lands abroad are also doing it.  Everyone has enthusiasm, but become free from obstacles!  Baba should 
receive the report that every zone is free from obstacles and has number one effort-makers because your 
vibrations have to reach the world.  Nowadays, sorrow is increasing so much.  The reason why everything 
is happening is that such sorrow and only sorrow spreads everywhere.  Achcha.  Do all of you remember 
what you have to do next year?  So, make such effort and move forward and enable others to move 
forward.  Achcha. 
 
 (Nirwairbhai asked if there was a new plan for Godly service.)  Baba will tell you; that is fine.  It is good. 
Achcha. 
 
Speaking to Dadis: (This time the heart-to-heart conversation among the teachers was how to make the 
gathering powerful.) 
 
Speaking to Mohiniben: Even now, she has a part and also has co-operation.  Are you OK now?  It will 
be OK.  Do not think about anything.  Everything will be fine.  This happens a little in between.  You have 
now received good directions, and so everything will be fine.  You are happy, are you not?  There has 
been a little upheaval and so this happens, but it will be fine.  The illness has increased and so this happens 
a little.  Now, continuously put everything right, one by one, and that’s all.  Everything will be fine. 
Nevertheless, you are fine.  Once you are ready, you will run.  (Tomorrow is her birthday and she will be 
72). 
 
Speaking to the three senior brothers: All three should make such a programme together that Madhuban 
remains constantly free from obstacles, that everyone remains both content and also a renunciate.  You are 
paying attention, but continue to pay a little more attention!  All three of you should discuss things among 
yourselves and become those with one thought.  Let there be one wave among the three of you.  Although 
you have different ideas, you have to unite those ideas.  So, all three should have the same idea.  By 
coming together you will have similar thoughts.  It is good.  Just as the sisters are together, in the same 
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way, the brothers have to have one direction.  Whatever anyone’s direction or idea is, continue to move 
along as one. 
 
BapDada gave all the children greetings for the New Year 2013 
Congratulations, congratulations, congratulations for the New Year to all the children everywhere!  In this 
New Year, you have to bring about one newness or another in yourself.  The transformation that you have 
not yet brought about in yourself and what you have been finding difficult, do that in the New Year and 
write your news to Baba.  Make yourself free from obstacles and also be co-operative in making others 
free from obstacles.  All you jewels of contentment should remain sparkling.  This is what BapDada wants 
to see.  Achcha. 
 
Lots, lots and lots of love and remembrance to all the children everywhere and congratulations, 
congratulations, congratulations for celebrating your transformation.    

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 


